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The emergency elini* was arranged after a survey revealed

The pair allegedlywent out
Saturday night and injured a
deer. On Sunday they returned to
look for it and Just after they located the deer, conservation officers came upon them.
The pair was arraigned Monday
afternoonbefore Justice George
Hoffer. Th* charge was killing
and being in possession of a doe.

Board Opposes

was said.
Of the 19 donors who appeared
at the clinic in Red Cross headquarters Monday night, 14 were
type 2 and only two were type 4.
Persons with type 4 blood who
are willing to donate a unit of School
blood are asked to call Rad Cross
headquartersfor an appointment
Allegan,(Special)
Allegan
at the emergency clinic. Th* din
for the second time today as opic operates from 5 to 7 p.fn.
county supervisors were on record
Persons who do not know their
posing the present set-up for

Allegan Rural

make

dations to the Mid-century White

House Conference on Children and
Youth to be held next December

-

......

^

Setup

—

In Washington,D.G

William Robinson, assistant community organixer at University of
Michigan, who will discuss organization for youth, and Earnest G
Brooks, commissionerof the Department of Corrections,speaking
on youth in trouble.
Mrs. Margaret Price, chairman
of the Michigan Youth commission, will discuM children in the
home. Dr. Gunnar Dybwad, head
of the State Child Welfare commission, will summarize.
Dr. Ralph Ten Have, directorof
the Ottawa County Health depart-

jail.

It

valid grass-root recommen-

various phases on a panel will be

.Grand Haven, and George Smith,
30, rout* 1, Weat Olive, were sentenced to pay $50 fine, $8 costs
and serve five days in the county

only a few units on hand of type
4, called th* universal type. Type
oan be used in any transfuaion,

Western

discuss

clin-

Thursday to supply
type 4 (also known as type 0) for
the loeal bank at Holland hoapi-

vices for all children and youth in

to

Typa 2

An emergency Mood bank

with the coming White Houae
conference late in 1950 will be
held Thursday, Jan. 12, in the
Woman’* Uterary club her*. *
Thursday’s conference will have
a two-fold purpose. One is to help
to provide full and adequateser-

the leaders

af

ic will be held

Children and Youth in connection

Among

Ray Beckman, 28, route 2,

Clinic Sat

Ample Sipply

A one-day county meeting on

tome

Grand Haven (Special) -- Two
hunters learned Monday that killing a doe out of season 4s a mita
expensive— and inconvenient.

Tknnday; Bank Has

1950

Michigan. The second is to

Brings Pint, Sentenca

Bank

Emargency

White House Conference

of

Blood

Needed Badly

Comity Meeting Jin. 12

every community

4

M-

Scheduled Here

Is Forerunner of

1950

Outof-SeatoR Hunting

m m

Conference on

12,

New offictrs of the Ottawa aounty ohaptsr of ths Amtrlesn Red
Cross eonferonplans for th# new year, followingelection at a quar.
terly meeting of ths board of directors Wsdnesday night. Seated art
Dr. O. van der Velds, chairman, and Mrs. Harold Os Vriea, secretary.
Standing are Robert Notler, second vice chairman, and Mrs. J. J.
Kistlcr of Grand Haven, firct vice chairman. Henry S. Maentz la the
new treasurerand W. A. Butler will serve as fund campaign chairman for tha second
(Peuna-fiaaphoto)

year.

blood type, but willing to be donors, are asked to call the Red
Cross for a later appointment,
possibly Feb. 6. Persons who donate blood are given a card bearing their blood type number and
their Rh. factor.This information
is particularlydesirable in case of
emergencie*, thereby saving time
for making a test.
Th* Holland Community Blood
bank is operated by the Ottawa
county Medical associationin cooperation with the Red Cross. Dr.
Otto van der Velde is medical

rural school administration
nesday.

Wed-

Christian School

HoUand Hospital

Appoints Tuls

Gets Provisional

To

Approval

Its

Faculty

for

’49

Maroon Cafe Mentor

Mid-TwentiethCentury

To Receive Degree

Report Rekaaed

From Hope College

CoHef t ef Surfeoue

Arthur W. Tuls, present varsity

Holland iMMpitsl has been grant-

was appointed to
the high school faculty Tuesday
night by tha board of trusteaa at
ita monthly meeting. Tuls succeeds Garrett Keuning who left
the school lot year to become
principal of the Fremont Christian high school,

which today released its mid- 20th
century approvedlist of hospital*.
The announcement came at the
conclusion of th* S2nd annual
survey conducted by the collage
under its hospital standardization
program.Only 89 hospitalsqualified for approvalafter ths first
survey in 1018, according to Dr.
Malcolm T. MacEachern of Chi-

>

tian schools.

next semester.

He

will teach so-

cial studies and will handle an ex-

panded physical education program with his coaching. Tuls has
been basketball coach at Chris-

1

ad provisional approval by the
American College of Surgeons

basketball coach at Holland Chris-

He was graduated from Holland
ChristianIn 1941 and was discharged from the armed services
in 1945. He will be graduated
from Hope college in February
and will assume teachingduties

by

W

tian since 1946.

Supt. Bert P. Boa also present"The Allegan county board re- ed his monthly report at the
sents and opposes centralization
meeting.Bos announced that the
of one of the local units ... the
first semester of school ends Jan.
taking away from the people of
27. Exams for high school stutheir referendum right on this dents begin Jan. 23, he reported.

f

cago, director of the college. Now
the list includes 3,284 hospitalsla
the United States, Canada and a
few other countries, compared
with 3,150 at the end of 1948. .
The survey list in 1949 Included 3,998 hospitalsof 25 or more
beds Of which 82 per cent are approved. Of the 3,248 total approvals, 2,061 or 74.5 per cent are fuTly approved and 303 or 7.5 per
cent are provisionally approved.
Every hoapital is reconsidered for
approval each year. A point rat-

ine ayatem, by means of which

every kind of service is separatequestion is the first great step of It was also announced that the
ly evaluated, Is employed in the
a downward trend of our civiliza- MichiganChristian school alliance
surveys.
tion," was the resolutionadopted.
will meet Feb. 10 in the new
Dr. MacEachern appealed to tl)#
The board asked the state legis- National Union of Christian
Hsnry A. Qeerda
public to recognise that costs of
lature to amend Bill 269, which Schools building in Grand Rapids.
hospital care are high because
sets up a county board of educaSpecial financial donations, to
high quality aarviea is provided
tion which appoints a superinten- be used for the purchase of equipHe added: "Hospitals in 1950 emdent, so that It would affect ment for the school, were also
director.
ploy more than 30 differentclascounties with 150,000 population reported by the superintendent.
Donors at Monday night’s clinsifications of personnel,compared
ment, will talk on safeguarding
instead of the 15,000 as now. AlHarold. Vander Ble, chairman of
ic were James G. Gitchell,Lester
with only a few bi 1900. Payroll
the child’s health. Emory Freelegan county has a 42,000 popula- the construction committee,also
costs alone have more than doub*
Pool,
Gene
Campbell,
Jessie
Bos,
man, in charge of pupil personnel
announced that the architect is
led in the pest few years. Ths
Robert Reno, Samuel Pickens, tion.
at Union high school,Grand RapState Rep. Edward Hutchinaon, now preparing final plans and
knowledge which is power hi
June*
Nienhuis,
Earl
Hagai
ns,
After
58
years
of
servlet,
Otto
ids, will outline opportunitiesfor
terms of health restoration ii
William Grabofski, ClarenceVan who reported to the board on state specificationsfor the new West
learning in- the schools.A repreP. Kramer has resigned from accostly k dollars and cents. ComVoorst, Judson Leonard, Robert legislative matters, said he didn't Side school, so that bids on the
sentative of the West Michigan
believe the matter would come up building may be received soon.
tive duty as vice president of the petent personnel are the first’ re
Zylstra, Harry Newnham, Larry
Children’sCenter will discus*
during
the special session.
The
Rev.
•Louis
Voskuil,
preai
First National bank. The rssig- qukrementk a good hospital, and
Picotte,Kenneth Dozeman, Henry
emotions of the child. A represenOn receipt of a letter from Ed- dent of the board, presided.
no economy la justifiablewhich
Steffens,
Russell
Cullen,
John
nation became effectiveJan. 1
tative of the church will discuss
ward Pisacka, Berwyn, 111., prointerfereswith their effectiveness
Dykhuis and Henry Holtgeerts.
need for religion.Dr. Otto YaleHowever,
he
remains
on
an
Intesting the Clyde township airsaving Uvea and ovrrenmhn
Physicians present were Dr. van
ma will be moderator.
active status and will ba avail disabilities.’*
field of 10 acre* near his cotder
Veld*
and
Dr.
Kenneth
MilHigh school students are curtage on Hutchins lake, the board
able for consultation by appoint- . Briefly summarised,the fundaler. Nurses were Mrs. O. Anderrently engaged in a contest on the
advised Pisacka to take recourse
son
and
Mrs.
H.
Hall,
and
nurses
ment. He also stays on tha bank’s mental principlesfor approval of
subject, "Whdt Makes
Good
to the courts if he feels the field
a hospitalby the aoUege follow:
aids*
were
Mrs.
J.
Roerink,
Mrs.
W. A. Butler
Community?’’Thinking of this
Henry B. Masnta
board of directorsand a member
1. Modem physical plant, asH. Stanaway and Mae Whitmer. is a public nuisance.
subject will be the basis for a
in
of th* executive and discount suring the patient safe*?, eomfort
"While it is possible the planes
Canteen
was
in
charge
of
Mrs.
L.
broadcastat 1:30 p.m. Thursday
and efficientaare.
committee.
Moody, Mrs. J. Hohl, Barbara could be annoying, and in event of
which representativeswill hear
The three districts that formerimproper handling, be a danger
1 nearly defined organkatldd
Hie
retirement
was
announced
Lampen
and
Phyllis
Vtr
Plsnk.
before engaging in their own panand reUto property,the law does not ly made up the Ottawa-Allegan at a- stockholder* meeting Tuot- duties, responsibilities
Gray
Ladia*
were
Mrs.
H.
Henel discussion.
iiona.
state how large a private airport Boy Scout council report a memdricks and Mrs. Id Welters. Mrs.
Events will start with a lunchtay-..
.
.
.
.
must be.” the board’s resolution bership increase of 286 boys durJack Klenbaas was registrar.
Kramer said failing eyesight I, Csretulr selected governing
eon at noon.
ing 1949. The report was submitboard with sompkte and suprema
read.
prompted the move.
Jennie M. Kaufman, aounty
ted at a Grand Valley council
authority.
At
the
annual
meeting
Tuesday,
schools commissioner, heads the
executive board meeting in Grand
4. Competent chief sneeutke ofHenry A. Geerds was elected a
Co-Wid Conducts
planning committee for the loeal
Electionof officer* and an- explainedpolicies governing disRapids Thursday night
ficer er administrator,well trainnew
member
of the board of di•vent. '
nouncement of a fund campaign aster relief and defined a disaster
Th# three districts, now knows
ed k all phases of hospital adFirst Church Meeting
Other members on the eounty chairman for 1950 formed the as one involving five families. He
as Chippewa, South and Ottawa rectors.
ministration, with authority and
Alfred C. Joldersma. longtime
committee are Mrs. W. Eby, Ger- principal business of a quarterly said there is less likelihood
The Co-Wed club of First Re- went from. 1,369 boy* at the close employe, was promoted to the of- responsibilityto kterpret and
such
disasters
as
tornadoes,
floods
meeting
of
the
Ottawa
County
rit Wiegerink,Mrs. Charles Van
carry out the policies of the hosformed church conducted a prayer of 1948 to 1,655 as of Dec. 3L
fice of vice president.
Duren, Mrs. Mayo A. Hadden, chapter of the American Red and windstorms in this section
pital as authorised by the governmeeting at the church Wednesday 1949. That includes Cub and Boy
than in other parts of the country,
Henry S. Maentz was re-elected ing board.
Mrs. Adrian Van Putten, Maibelle Crcia Monday night.
Grand Haven (Special)— Marry evening. Melvin Van Tatenhove Scouts.
president of the board and Gerald
It was the first meeting of the and said the local service usually
Geiger, Elsie Stryker, Beth Mar5. Adequate and efficientperIn the Chippewa districtthat
F. Wilson, 65, CoopersviUe,‘today presided. Devotions' were led by
R. Kramer was named assistant sonne!, properly organised and
cus, all of Holland, Mrs. J. De new year and the first for nine involves helping families in fire*
includes
HoUand,
Zeeland,
Hamilpleaded
guilty
to
driving
his
auHoyt Steffens. Vocal duets were
vice president to Joldersma.
Weerd, Hudsonville, Mrs. M. Cas- new board members elected to dh the basis of need. He explained
completely supervised.
tomobile into a Halloweenparade, sung by Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ter ton, Saugatuck and Douglas, there
Other promotionsinclude Donselman, A. BradfielcT, Ray Schau- three-year terms at the annual local arrangements with stores
6. Organized medical staff of
are 263 scouts, 298 cubs and 86
then
changed
his
plea
to
innocent
Beek.
for supplies In oases of emerg
ald J. Thomas, as cashier, Albert
bel and Paul Boyink of Grand meeting in November.
and asked circuit court to appoint
Speaker was the Rev. Bastian senior scouts for a total of 647 A. Nienhuis, Blanch Petersonand ethical, competent physicians and
ency.
Dr.
Otto
van
der
Velde,
long
Haven, Tom Whitsitt of Zeeland,
surgeons.
Kruithof, church pastor. His sub- compared with 564 in 1948. The
Mrs. N. J. Danhof of Zeeland a lawyer to defend him.
active in the Red Cross through
Corinne Pool, assistant cashiers.
Mrs. H. Laug of CoopersviUe.
7. Adequate diagnostic and
Ottawa,
or
North
district
of
the
He
will
be
held
in
jail
until
ject was "Fact and Faith of Our
his work as medical director of outlined plans for the coming
Other members re-named to the therapeutic facilities under comcounty, had 535 boys during 1949
Witness."
fund
campaign
in
which
makT
lawyer
can
be
named.
the Holland Community Blood
board of directorswere Dick Bo- petent medical supervision.
Wilson is charged with felonThomas E. (Dell) Souter Bank, was elected chairman.
A social hour followed the compared with 387 in 1948.
board members will play promiter, Edward D. Dimnent, John V.
8. Accurate, complete medical
The
Grand
Valley
council
serv
Mrs. J. J. Kistler of Gran Hav- nent parts. She urged an #arl> iously driving an automobileinto meeting. Mr. and Mrs. Ray WalHulst,
Henry Idema. Joldersma, records, readily accessiblefor reed
6,737 boys last year and 5,264
Dies of Lingering Illness
the
parade
Oct.
31
in
Cooperslick
were
chairmen
of
the
social
en was named first vice-chair-start in appointing workers and
Charles Kirchen. Otto Kramer search and follow-up.
man; Robert Notier of Holland, suggested a meeting of all work- viUe, injuring 16-year-old Norian committee.Other members were in 1948.
Maentz, P. F. Verplank and Wyn9. Regular group conferences of
Thomas E. (Dell) Souter.
C.
B.
Snow,
chairman
of
the
Layton. Wilson has admitted the Mr. and Mrs. Chester Kramer,
and Wichers.
died at 3:45 a.m. today at his second vice-chairman, and Henry ers in the township or district on
the administrative staff and of
Jamboree
committee,
announced
car
had
faulty
brakes.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Welling and Mr.
home. 360 West 18th St. He died S. Maentz of Holland, treasurer. the opening night of the camthe medical staff for reviewing
cost for one boy at the national
Ralph D. Stewart,17, Ferrys- and Mrs. Don Van Lente.
Mrs. Harold De Vries’ term as paign. She suggested checking
of a lingering illness.
activities and results so as to
Jamboree
at
VaUey
Forge
Circuit
Court
Metes
Out
burg,
pleaded
innocent
to
a
charge
with
workers
every
day
or
two
Bom Oct 15, 1865, in HoUand secretary did not expire.
maintain a high plane of scientific
June
will
be
$125.
Quotas
already
These five persons together and urged return calls at homes •f assault when arraigned in the
efficiency.
township, he was the son of the
Prison
Term,
Probation!
have been received from 40
late Mr. and Mrs. George Harley with Mrs. M. G. Moore of Grand where persons had not answered. court today. Unable to pay a lawy10. A humanitarianspirit—the
troops.
Haven, Mrs. A. F. Giesekingof She also urged contactingvaca- er, the court wUl name one to deSouter.
Grand Haven, (Special)— Mrs. primary consideration being the
C.
C.
Crawford,
W.
H.
Vande
tionistsbefore they leave on ex- fend him.
Surviving are the wife. Amelia; Spring Lake and Mr*. John Van
Water, Peter Kromann, CorneUui Marie Ver Berkmoes, 47, Grand best care of the patient
Stewart is being held in jail. He
a daughter, Mr*. GertrudeVande Dam of Holland will form the ex- tended southern trips.
HoUand City hospital is desigHaven, who pleaded guilty Dec. S
Brewer, Gene Vande Vusse
Butler explainedoperations of is accused of swinging an ax at
Venne of Portland, Mich.; a son, ecutive committee.
nated
as a general hospital with
to
s
charge
of
issuing
a
check
Holland, and John Kole and Mike
Raymond, of Holland; a step- Th# new chairman announced the SSP and how it will work Lt. Vern C. Dagen Dec. 27 when
without funds, was put on proba- 72 beds and 20 bassinets. It is
Meindertsma
of
Zeeland
attended.
daughter,Mrs. Aaron Keeley of the appointmentof W. A. Butler, with the Red Cross. He said all officers attempted to arrest him
tion one year when she appeared owned by the city and controlled
The American Box Board comPontiac; six grandchildren; two Sentinel publisher, to serve as industrialworkers who signed up after he allegedly threatened lus pany of Grand Rapids is surveying
before Circuit Judge Raymond by a board of trustees beaded by
fund campaign chairman for a with SSP will receive Red Cross mother, Ruth.
siater*, Mrs. Edith Kardux of HolL. Smith Monday. She must re- John F. Donnelly. Dr. Nelson !L
sites in HoUand, among other citland and Mrs. Peter Howe of Los second consecutiveyear. A co- stickers in advance of the camimburse parties involved to the Clark is chief of staff and Fredies,
for
a
proposed
expansion
of
Angeles, Calif., and a brother, chairman for the northern hah paign. If they wish to make no
extent
of $184.47, pay $25 coats, erick S. Burd is director.
miU production, accordingto a
of the county will be name further donation, they will be inHarley Souter of Holland.
$3 a month oversightfees and
company
report
today.
structedto post the sticker in
Service* will be Friday at 2 shortly. Butler served as a coleave intoxicantsalone.
Chamber of Commerce officials
Warren Dimes Gkort
their windows and no call will be
In City
p.m. at Dykstra funeral home, the chairman of the Single SolicitaStanley Lauritzen, 42, Brunsreport
Box
Board
Co.
representaRev. G. Luebke officiating. Bur- tion Plan for industry in Holland made at their homes. He said SSP
wick. charged with larceny by Juit a Hunfry Deer
tives have been in the city recentpayroll deductions were working
ial will be at Pilgrim Home ceme- during the Community Chest
ly and looked at the Armour City basketball league standings conversion,was sentenced to serve
satisfactorily
and
expressed
the
campaign
last
October.
tery Friends may call at the fun
St. Joseph— The “ghost” at the
leather Co. factory as a possible are due for further shufflingWed 18 months to five year* at SouthCounty quota this year will be belief that several other induseral home Thursday from 2 to 4
om
Michigan prison at Jackson. Warren Dunes state park south
nesday
night
at
the
Armory.
$29,063 of which the south half tries will operate the plan in
Although there were fewer ac- site.
and 7 to 9 p.m.
He is alleged to have received of her* is a deer. Large tracks of
Going into the second-half
The Grand Rapids firm is negocidents in HoUand during 1949
will be assigned $17,347.80and tKe another year.
$200 from Henry Behm of Grand the elusivevisitor have been spotthe
schedule,
Pete’s
Barbecue
and
north half, $11,625.20. Holland Mrs. W. S. Merriam. active in than in 1948, more persons were tiating with David Moore, Chicago
Haven township with which he ted intermittently th# last few
Bargains Strong Bait
realtor for all Armour properties. Washington Square Merchants are
city’s quota will be $10,113.91; camp and hospitalwprk,. announc- injured.
was to purchase bathroom fix months, bnut park rangers have
deadlocked
for
top
spot.
Other
cities
being
considered
According to police records,
Zeeland, $1,395.02, and Grand ed a two-day conference df serture*. Lauritzen prevlousli served yet to get first glimpse of th*
In Monday Night Opening
Pete's
open
Wednesday’s
card
vice chairmen and key Red Cross there were 180 personal injury or are Grand Rapids, Manistee,
Haven, $6,393.86.
animal.
against Allen’s Radio. In the pre- s term at Ionia.
Township quotas follow: Blen- personnel to be held Feb. 8 and 9 property damage accidents last Grand Haven and Chicago.
Park men have kept as eye
Holland had it* first MonDonald Matzen, 21, and Melvin
vious
meeting,
the
Barbecues
The Grand Rapids mill is not
don, $435.95; Georgetown,$1,046.- in Detroit.
year compared with 200 during
open for th* deer while on regular
day night store opening last
Bulk,
20,
Grand
Rapids,
charged
equipped to handle further expan- fried the Radios 38-23. However
27; HoUand. $1,220.65; JamesVice-Chairman Notier presided 1948.
patrol and now are using off duty
night, tome say In 100 years.
Allen’s has been coming along at with night time breaking and enThe downtown section was town, $1,046.27; Olive, $348.76; until the new chairman took over. However, 110 persona were hurt sion planned by the company.
tering, wore placed on probation time to spot the gallivantingfour*
a
rapid
clip
since
that
time
and
Park, $1,046.27; Port Sheldon, New members are Mrs. Valentina in the 180 accidents last year comThe company operates plants in
full of people and all parking
two years. Conditionsare that footer.
$87.19; Zeeland, $697.51; Allen- Schaeffer of Conklin; Miller Sher- pared withm 87 injuries in the 200 Filer City near Manistee, Chicago should make a good game of it
Deer have drifted down into
places were In use, bat opinboth pay $100 costs, make restituWednesday.
dale, $232.50; Crockery,$232.50; wood, Mrs. Fred Sherk and Mrs. accidents during 1948.
and Grand Rapids.
ion on the change from Sattion of $152 each to Luther Mul- southwestern Michigan along Lake
In the second game this week,
Holland's traffic record in 1949
Michigan
the last 20 years.
der, garage owner, pay $5
urday to Monday nights Grand Haven, $116.25; Polkton, Glenn Olsen, all of Grand Haven;
Washington Square battles Down$1,395.06; Robinson, $232.50; Mrs. Reemer Boersma, Henry was marred by five fatalities.
month oversight fees and refrain While deer consider white cedar
varied.
Nativt
of
Chicago
Dies
town
Nash.
Nash
is
currently
in
Spring Lake, $1,743.78; TaU- Maentz and George Copeland of Those were the first local fatalfrom using intoxicants.The pair browse good food, th# herd in the
Andrew DoMes, head ef the
third place. Earlier this season,
madge, $465.01; Wright, $465.01; Holland, Mrs. M. Geerlinga of ities in 21 months. In 1947, four At Homo in FtimriDo
together with a companion now sand dune areas have access to a
special advertising oommtttee
the Autos bumped the Merchants
Zeeland township and Henry De persons were killed in the city and
Chester, $349.76.
serving t term at Jackson alleg- top deliesey ground hemlock.
promotingthe new opening,exFor th# benefit of new members Bidder of Port Sheldon township in 1946, three died in traffic acFennville (Special)— Harvey C. 39-38. It was the only loss of the edly broke into
CoopersviUe
pressed hlmseffps well satisfied
and as a review for old members,
cidents.
Vernon, 81, died Wednesday after- season for the Merchants.
garage June 5 and took accessor- Boy ImproTtfl After Pari
with the change. He said It
Fox Jewelers,second place team
a panel discussion was held oil
According to Chief Jacob Van noon at his home, route 2, Fennies.
Federal School
proved people will come downplays Kole Auto Co. of Zeeland
"Respon&ibUitiesand RelationHoff, the accident rate was below ville.
Of Finger b Amputated
town to shop on an evening
in
the
nightcap
at
9
p.m.
The
ship* of Board Members."
last year going into December.
He was born in Chicago Aug.
Takes League Victory
other than Saturdayand desBeth Marcus, executivesecreThe total was 20 behind 1948. 10, 1868, and lived here most of Jewelers had a' tough time beating Man Arre$ted in Car Tbeft Vernon Teske, eight-year-old
cribed the store traffic “about
tary, read charter obligations as
In a Suburban league basketball However, many mishaps during his life. For many years he. was a Zeeland 27-26 in their first meetson of Mr. and Mrs. Edward TesHeld at Federal Violator
the same as Christmas week.** outlined in the Congressional
league game Thursday, Federal last month boosted the total to summer resident of Fennville. He ing this season.
ke, 447 Howard Ave., is recovering
He said bargains offered by
Charter in 1905 . in which the Red
187.
made his perment home here for
from injuries received Dec. 29
Grand
Haven
(Special)
—John
school
won
. a hard-fought17-14
many merchants wera a Oom is vested with the following
In 1947, a total of 82 persons the last 17 years.
R. Dennis, Jr., 20, Grand Rapids when he and some of his friends
Probate to Circuit
strong incentive and the permajor duties: (1) Serve on the decision from Beech wood school. were hurt in local accidents.
Surviving are the wife, Grace;
were playing in th* woods.
Tbe
contest
was
played
on
he
sons who offered them receiv- battlefield or as close to the front
Grand Haven (Special) — Pro- who was charged by Zeeland potwo daughters, Mrs. Lillian RobVernon’s forefinger on his left
lice
with
unlawfully
driving
away
ed most of the trade.
lines as possible; (2) serve as lia Beechwood court.
erts of Detroit,Mrs. Mildred Ver- bate court waived jurisdictionon
a
car Dec. 19, was released to hand was badly cut when a jackBeechwood
Mothers
DuMez said he had not had
Paul
Beukema
scored
11
of
his
Ralph
Daniel
Stewart
16,
of
Ferison between the service man and
non of Chicago;two sons, Ralph
the federal authoritiesby Prose- knife slipped in the hand of a
a chanee to exchange view* hi* famUy at home, (3) carry on teams’ 17 points while George Entertained at
of Fennville and David of Evans- rysburg this morning. He will be
was cutting
cutor Wendell A. Miles Thursday companion
bound
over
to
circuit
court.
Stewwith other merchants but beMoeke
tallied
seven
for
the
losnational and international relief
ton, 111.; five granchildren. two
branches. The boy was taken to
as
s
parole
violator
out
of
the
art
is
alleged
to
have
barricaded
ers. Dave Diepenhorst was forced
lieved the Monday opening in time ef peace.
The third mothers tea for moth- great grandchildren, and a sister,
Holland hospital where the t
was generally successful.In
Mrs. Julian Hatton of Grand out on fouls. Until that time, ils ers of Beechwood school pupils OUve Vernon of South Pasadena, himself in a shed St his home In Federal District Court St Grand finger was amputated just b
Rapids.
Dennis,
who
still
has
Ferrysburg
and
attacked
two
his own store he said a total
Haven explained the work of the defensive play was tops for the was given Wednesday afternoon Calif.
about 10 months on parole, will be the first joint Two other eu
of Saturday and Monday sales
home service divisionwhich takes winners.
by Mrs. Gordon Kardux. assisted The body la at the Chappell fun- state poUcemen from th# Grgnd
gets required stitches.
Waukazoo and Harrington, the by Mrs. John S. Percival.Guests eral home where services will be Haven post with an axe and a charged with violationof the
compared with the same days
in a large portion of Red Cross
Th# young* tar ratunad u
er
act,
transporting
a
motor
vetwo other league members, piay were mothers of pupils in Mrs. held Saturday at 2 p.m. Burial hatchet shortly after midnight,
a year ago ytaldeda substan•$rvice.
New Year’s day.
hicle acroes the state kne.
Dec. 26.
will be at FennviUt cemetery.
tial increase.
Harold Cobb KUasen cf Holland tonight.
Re tha Haan’a school room.
• •fc’Jfi.
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Vandenberg Picks

in

South Olive Parsonage

To Outstanding

Toward History

N3es Cage

*

In

Of Grand Old Party

The

ping

(de Vrlea photo)

Corp. and Mrs. Lester Zwlera
A double ring ceremony was The bride wore a gray sharkperformed Jan. 4 in South Olive skin suit with black and white acchurch parsonage when Miss cessories and an orchid corsage.
Miss Brower wore a blue suit with
Joyce . Bussis and Oorp. Lester
black and white accessories and
Zwiers exchanged marriage vows. an orchid corsage.
The Rev. T. Hieboer rtad the
A reception for 40 guests was
afternoon service.
held at Dutch #MU1 restaurant.
The bride is the daughter of
The bride has been employed at
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bussis of the Holland Rusk factory. The
Borculo and the groom's parents groom is in the U.S. Air Force
are Mr. and Mrs. Henry Zwiers, and upon completionof his 35route 2, Holland.
day furloughJan. 21, the couple
Attendingthe couple were Miss will go to Wright Patterson field,
Dayton, Ohio, where Corp Zwiera
will receive his assignment.

Missionaries to Africa
and Mrs. Edgar H. Smith, missionaries to Lupwe, Nigeria, Africa, supported by the church. The
Smiths will leave Monday after

spending almost nine months in
philosophicaland remote. That’s a Holland. Mrs. Smith is the former
natural result of convalescing Nell Breen, daughter of Mr. and
which at least gave him the rare Mrs. John Breen, 245 West 15th

_

Kalamazoo Central
Against all comers this season,
Grand Haven has compileda record of seven wins against just
three setbacks. Holland has won
three out of eight games played
so far.
With the 50 points against Benton Harbor added onto the total

couldn’t overtake the fast step-

Farewell Party Honors

.»

Grand Haven holds victories
against Muskegon and Muskegon
Heights. The Bugs lost their lone
conference game to undefeated

visitor* completely out-

streaks during the game, but

berg is more careful than ever in
expressing himself in concise and
precise phrases. In fact, he draws
up the old typewriter . . . "still Annette Brower and Bernard
forgetting to put in a carbon’’ Zwiers.
.v . and writes down the answers
to questions he can anticipate at
a press conference.
He disciplines himself more
than, ever not to answer tempting
and provocative questions. That's
obvious to conserve his strength.
*The Senator looks different.It
isn’t fust his “loss of a couple of
A farewell party was held Thurschins and the waistline bulge’’or
day night in Ninth Street Christthe whiteness of his skin. Maybe
it1* the lack of energy because ian Reformed church for the Rev.

tions.”
a*.

Both teams are boastifig two
win, one lost record.-going into
Friday’s game.
Holland has topped Benton Harbor and Muskegon Heights. And
the Dutch lost to Muskegon.

classed the locals with deft underbasket and close-in passes. Niles
also did an outstandingjob of
getting a good share of the rebounds.
Holland showed a few hot

rededicationto "unpartisan”) preferred to "bipartisan”) American
foreign policy "dictated by our
own intelligentself-interest in
our own peace and security."

treat of extra time to reflect.
So on his return to his role as
GOP leader, on all things touching
our foreign policy, he looks and
acts the elder statesman.
“"But he will continue to fight
if need be, for this is no time “to
run "away from official obliga-

standings.

Nile# American Legion defeated

President in his

when he does pound the table for
emphasis it comes as a shockreminder of more vigorous actions
in the past
1 His mood seems to be more

Armory

the local Legionnaires 58-51.

own right.
: The Vandcnberg-look
is one of

Conscious he’s can ing his niche
ipjbistory deeper, Arthur Vanden-

west conferencegame that will
automaticallybreak up a twoway tie for aecond place in the

ion its second loss of the season.

The Truman-look is one of assurance becoming daily more
noticeable since his amazing elec-

ments.’'

night at Grand Haven in a South-

state hand Holland American Leg-

dramatic.

Although he does not say so.
it’s obvious that he is concerning
himself at least during his convalescent period with only broad
concepts about what should be
done "about China.” continuing
foreign aid. and what the Republican party should stfcnd for. To
him it’s "no time for snap judg-

Quarter

First

the better semi-pro outfit#of the

VandenberK-look.

made him

Two traditionalrivals, Holland
and Grand Haven, clash Friday

Saturday night watched one of

But in both cases it isn't just a
matter of physicalapi*-arancc,although the change that 30 pounds
end major surgery has done to
tbe Michigan Senator is more

tidh

For Second Place

Lead

Basketball fans at the

Washington — Much has been
written about the now Trumanlook. but it is pale stuff compared

new

Plays Buccaneers

And Stay on Top

By Esther Van Wagoner Tufty

to the

HoBand High Five

Team

Visitors Grab

‘To Elder Statesman

USD

Bow

Words With Eye

New Look Becoming

•

Legionnaires

THURSDAY, JANUARY «,

St.

A money gift was

presented to
the Smiths at the meeting. A few
weeks ago the congregation presented them a station wagon to
take to Africa and a portable
typewriter was given to them by
the Young Peoples society of the
church.
The program Thursday night included community singing, led by

since May. They plan to arrive at
their destination the latter part
of January.

Pete s Trounce

Kalamazoo

Team

points scored in its previous sev-

en games, Holland now has an
average of about 48 points a
game.

Grand Haven, meanwhile, has
averaged 41 points in its 10 games,
to date.
The Bucs victorystring includes
Holland Christian, Muskegon,
Grand Rapids Catholic,Whitehall,
Grand Rapids South, Greenville
and Muskegcn Heights.Besides Kalamazoo, the Bucs
bowed to Grand Rapids Christian
and East Grand Rapids.
Although Coach Steve Sluka’s

quick field goals.
Seldom have local fans seen
such a classy display of short
passes under the basket. Mies repeatedly threw the ball into a
pivot man who in turn relayed It
to another man directly under the
basket. The effective offense included many fancy passes.
Forwards Bedford and Crossman each tallied 14 points for the
winners. Both were excellentball
handler* and, despite their average height, managed to tip most
jump ball* in their favor.
Harve Buter was the leading
point maker for Holland with 12
points on six field goals. Jack Van
Dorple was second with 11 points.
Holland swings back into West
Michiganleague competition Wednesday night with a game at
Grand Haven against Schultz.
During the half of Saturday's
game, two National Guard Junior
league teams entertained the spectators with a fast stepping game.
The small players scored s total
of 24 points during the brief encounter. The Red Wings won.
Nile.
EG FT TP
Crossman, f ..................
. 6 2 14
Bedford, f ...............
. 6 2 14
Jorgenson, c ..................
.. 4
8

lads aren’t particularly tall, they
up for it in shooting ability.
They’ll be difficultfor any team
to beat in their own gym.
Holland also can boast of a
starting lineup that includes at
least two or three sharpshooters.
• If both teams are on— fans
should see a whale of a ball game

make
The Klwanis sponsored Boys Athclub is making plans for aj
“Dad’s Night.” The Idea is to get
fathers of the IS participantsto
come down to Holland Junior high
gym on a Thursday night to see
accomplishmentsof the club. Ac1

letio

weekly sessionsIn- 1 and other interestedpersons snpciude basketball, boxing, wrest- ervise the youths. Paul Boerlgter
ling, volley ball and other sports. is the referee In the above ball
The program Includesboys In the game. Kuite announced that at
IS to 15 year old age bracket Dad's Night, the grown ups will
Members of the Klwanis club, be Invited to put the gloves on
under direction of Gabriel Knlte, with their sons. Penna-Sas photo) Friday night at Grand Haven
with lots of scoring by both
tivities at the

'

|

teams.
In other conference games this
week, pace-setting* Kalamazoo
Central hosts Muskegon Heights
Friday night and Muskegon plays
at Benton Harbor.
Standings:
L Pet.
Kalamazoo ................... 3 0 1.000

W

Holland

.

......................

Grand Haven
Benton Harbor

(88)

2

.. 2

..........

.........
...

1

Muskegon ............... 1
Muskegon Heights .. 0
.

1
1
2
2
3

.667
.667
.333
.333
.000

..

. Barbecue

basketball
team easily outclassed the Gear Wegner, g
Crocker, g
Pete's

0

5 0
0

........................

........................

Sheet Metal team from Kalamazoo 54-34 Saturday night at the Hamilton,c
Knoll, f

Armor*}'.

The contest was preliminary to
the Niles-Holland main game.
After a close first quarter,
that saw the locas score 11 point*
to eight for the visitors, Pete’*
pulled away and kept piling it on
the remaining three quarter*.
At the half, Pete's held a 27-14
lead and boosted it to 39-22 at
the third quarter mark.

Everett Vanden Brink, duets by
Marilyn Brower and Thelma Slenk
and a pageant, ‘The Challengd of
the Cross," with Mrs. John Bouman, reader, and Mrs. Ruth NonGeorge Botsis and Laveme
hof, soloist. The Rev. Thomas Yff,
church pastor,was chairman,and Boeve each had 11 points for the
home team. Hozen had 10 for the
* In the National league feature spoke briefly. Rev. and Mrs. Smith
Kazoo outfit.
game Saturday,the Midgets de- responded after the gift presentaOther local scorers were Mike
tion.
feated the Falcons 16-10 to move
A social hour followed the meet- Van Oort with eight, Roger Deinto undisputed first place. Both
teams were tied for the lead be- ing and refreshments were served. Waard with two, Carl Van Dort
Rev. Smith will preach his fare- with seven. Dale Van Dort with
fore Saturday’s game.
five; Ron Fortney with six and
That was one of six National well sermon in Ninth Street
church Sunday night. He and Mrs. Paul Fortney with four.
Guard Junior league games playSmith will talk to the Sunday
ed, at the Armory Saturday mornschool in the morning.
irii.
Court Charge Lists
The Smiths will leave for New
In other National league games,
York in their station wagon, Mon- Safety Pins in Loot
the Trojans defeated the Hotshots

Midgets Topple

visitors.

Niles went ahead 15-10 at the
end of the first quarter and stayed in the lead the rest of the
game. Score at halftime was 32-22
in favor of Niles. At the thirdquarter mark the count was 4537. Shortly before the end of the
third stanza, Holland pulled to
within two points, but with comparatve ease, the visitors spurted
to a eight-point lead. with three

Falcon Quintet

Totals

.

...................
....

...............
. .......

(51)

Holland
Van Dort,

10 2
113
3 0 6

D.,

f

.......

26

6

Saugatuck Friday

58

Fennville (Special)— • Coach
Fenn*
ville cagers tackle arch-foe .Saugatuck in a crucial Al-Van league game.
The contest will be played Friday night on Saugatuck'sfloor.
Fennvillecurrentlyis leading
the newly-formed Al-Van circuit
with four straightvictories and no
defeats. Saugatuck is in second
Bill Saxton's league leading

rd FT TP

........

4 2
0
4

Buter, f ............................
6
Van Dort, C, c ................3
Scholten, g .................
... 3
Van Dorple, g ............... 4
Kraai, g ............................
0
Van Liere, f ....................1

Totals

Fenaviile Visits

....................

..........................

Wingert,f

10

11

21

........................

0
3

'0

0
9

10
12
10
6
11
0
2
51

place.

Overisel
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Ladies’ Mission Guiid of
the ChristianReformed church
met last Tuesday evening.
Gerrit Lampen, aupervisor of
Overisel township is attending

The

the winter session of the Allegan
county supervisors in Allegan this

The matter of stalls didn’t stop County Agent A.
D. Morley (right) from showing live animals at
Aliegan'a “Little Farmers’ Week" which opened
Tueaday. Theae artificially-siredcalves are being

wold gymnasium during the three-dayshow.

Both teams romped to easy victories last week. Saugatuck defeated Gobles ^7-16 while Fennville racked up an amazing 61-27
score against Lawrence.
The Blackhawks will have to
keep a close tab on Saugatuck's
high-scoring Jim Wilson. He hit
29 points in the three quarters he
played last Friday night against

Maurice Johnson, presidentof the Allegan Central
Gobles.week.
ABA, and Mdftey see that they are tied securely.
Comparativescores against Go(Special)
Dallas
Several from this vicinity atThe calves art owned by Gerald Fenner, Martin,
bles give Saugatuck an advantage.
Grant, 28, Fennville,already servput In their stalls temporarily set up in the Grisand George Talama, Shelbyvills.
tended funeral services Monday
Its 57-16 swamp compares with
ing a 20-jail jail term for driving
afternoon for Mrs. Jane BoerFennvillc’s 55-33 victory against
without a license,and Lawrence man of Bentheim which was held
Mrs. Thomas Mahon, 131 West the same Gobles team two weeks
Kephart,21, of Missouri, waived
in the Bentheim Reformed church.
28th St.; Jimmy Looman. 155 Cen- ago, Dec. 16.
examination on a breaking and
The Rev. Marion Klaaren of the
tral Ave.; Mrs. Vernon Van Lente,
entering charge in municipal
Reformed church used as sermon
route 6; Cornelius Van Dyke, 202
court and were bound over to cirsubject Sunday “A Page From
West 15th St; John Diepenhorst,
cuit court.
882 Centra] Ave.
They failed to furnish $1,000 Life” in the morning and "The
Church and a United Witness” in
Births included a daughter.
bonds.
the evening.
game.
Maribeth, born Tuesday to Mr.
remain in Holland with their
Sheriffs officials arrested them
Allegan (Special)
Allegan
The Rev. Henry Verduin of the
and Mrs. Arthur A. Engelsman.
grandparents,the Breens.
on charges of enteringcottage*
county dairy farmers thronged
Christisn
church
149 South Maple, Zeeland; a
The missionaries left their mis- near Saugatuck and taking clothGriswold building today on Dairy
daughter, Beverly, born Tuesday
sion field in Africa a year ago this ing. jewelry, safety pins and an preached on "The Holy Gospel”
Baroda high school’sbasketball
in the morning and “He that Day in the “Little Farmers’
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd W. Todd,
month and have been in Holland electric motor.
team
won the Berrien county
Taketh Warning Shall Deliver His Week" program. The day's pro(From Wednesday’s Sentinel) 279 West 17th St.; a son, David
class C invitational tournament
Soul” in the evening. The Rev. gram featured a full schedule of
Floyd,
born
today
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Members of the Hosanna chorus
Garrett Kok, pastor of the Maple talks on dairy farming.
Floyd Hemmeke, 567 Graafschap last week-end..
Afternoonprogram listed a talk will meet at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at road; a son, Thomas Lon, born
Bob Vandenberg, former HolAvenue Christian Reformed
church in Holland, was the after- on fertilizers by James Porter; Sixteenth Street Christian Re- today to Mr. and Mrs. Rpy Van land high (1933-36) and Hope col. Four persons received building
outlook by Woody Verner, econo- formed church.
lege (1936-40) athlete,tutors the
noon guest minister.
Den Brink, 32 West 33rd St.
permits in Holland this week. The
The daughter born Sunday at
Baroda team.
The catechism classes of both mic extensionist; pastures, Layapplications were filed with
Baroda defeated Eau Claire 41churches have resumed their work ton Nelson, crop extension special- Holland hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
Building Inspector George Zuverist; and entomology, Ray L. Norman Artz, 170 Cambridge,has Wedding Vows Spoken
31 Thursday night and edged New
after the holiday vacation.
ink and City Clerk Clarence Grevbeen named Cheryl Jean. Mrs. At Hamilton Parsonage
Troy 32-28 in an overtime FriThe Rev. Henry Verduin at- Janes, Michigan State college.
qngoed and include one new house
Tuesday’s poultry day drew Artz is the former Joyce Elenbaas
day night.
tended a meeting of the Christian
with garage attached.
The winners trampled Three
Reformed board of missionsin more than 300. There was a full of Zeeland.
Hamilton (Special) — Wedding
‘ The permits totaled $9,600 and
day of talks, a poultry cooking
Dean John W. Hollenbach and vows were spoken last Friday af- Oaks 41-32 in the finals Saturday
Grand Rapids last Thursday.
are as follows:
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Sander Lankheet demonstrationand farm exhibits Dean Milton Hinga of Hope colternoon by Miss Margaret LamLouis Uildriks, 122 East 30th
Coach Vandenberg is rememand Sharon of Holland were Sun- in the gymnasium. C. G. Card, lege are in Cincinnati, Ohio, to
SJ., erect house -with garage atday afternoon callersin the home head of Michigan State’s poultry attend a conference of the asso- pen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. bered by local sports fans for his
tached, house 29x40 feet $7,000
division,told farmers that "poul- ciation of American Colleges and Harry J. Lampen, of Hamilton, outstanding pitching abilitywhile
of Maggie Lampen.
and garage 20x12 feet, frame and
The girl’s society of the Chris- try raising is and still can be pro- Universities.While there, they and Rex Robinson, son of Mr. and playing with the Flying Dutchcement block constructionwith
fitable, providing farmers buy are guests of the Board of Educamen both before and after World
tian Reformed church met in the
Mrs. D. Robnison of Grand Rapasphalt roof, $500; seif, coaji acWar II.
home of Marian and Hazel Nyhof good chicks, use good feed, good tion of the Northern Presbytertor.
housing and good management." ian church. The latter organiza- ids. The Rev. Peter J. Muyskens
Adrian DeGroot, Jr., of Holland,
last Friday evening.
iFirst Protestant Reformed
C. W. Darby of the poultry de- tion is sponsoringa conference officiatedat the single ring cere- is superintendent of Baroda high.
The Rev. Ralph Danhof will be
church, corner 20th St. and Maple
partment talked on diseases and for delegates of colleges embrac- mony in Hamilton Reformed
at the Christian Reformed church
Aye., tile board, ceiling and plason Jan. 26 to show pictures and sanitationand Harry Zindel on ing the larger Presbyterian de- church parsonage.
Lincoln School Pupils
ter walls, $1,800; Edward J. Holbaby chick raising. Woody Varner nomination.
lecture on his visit to South AfThe
bride
wore
a
winter
white
keboer, contractor.
F. Volkema, who spent two
Visit The Sentinel
rica. This meeting is sponsored spoke on poultry outlook.
y. C. Penny Co., 36 West Eighth
Simultaneously with poultry months in Denver, Colo., has re- suit of needle point with brown
by the men’s society of the church.
Two groups of Lincoln school
St., cover stairway, $150; Riiine
The society had their first meet- talks, discussion of general live- turned to Holland and is living accessoriesand a corsage of Talis- fifth graders visited The Sentinel
Van Dor Meulen, contractor.
stock topics was held in the low- at the home of his daughter, Mrs. man roses.
ing Monday night after the holithis week. With their • teacher,
‘Willis Haight, 301 East 11th
er lounge with MSC specialists as Herman* Jacobs, 147 West 15th
She was attended by her sis- Miss Marian Dame, the pupils
day vacation.
Alfred
Arwe,
Hope
college
senplay
the
part
of
the
emperor.
St, build addition to garage, 7 by
speakers.
ter, Mrs. Robert Hall of Holland,
St.
Maggie Lampen visited her sistoured the plant and watched
It feet, in basement,$150; Jacob ior from Boon ton, N. J.; Jack
Boeskool is a music major, a
Friday Will be Soils and Crops
Harvey Van Dyke, 336 West who wore a fawn-coloredshark- press-time
ter, Mrs. Gertie Redder of Zeemember
of the Hope college choir,
G*. Easenburg, contractor.
day. County Agent A. D. Morley 20th St., is a member of the akin suit and rose corsage.
Boeskool, junior from Grand
land, last Friday.
On Monday, pupils who visited
glee club, and the Madrigal orwill talk on chemical weed con- University of Michigan symphonic
The groom was attended by W. were Dale Myaard, Gloria KetchRapids, and Mary Sandy, fresh- ganization. He has had much extrol. James Port, soil extension
band, which will appear in its an- Baker of Grand Rapids.
urn, Edwin Kraai, Teddy Kooiker,
Will Observe
man from Holland, will play main perience as a member of the Coa- Load
Members
specialist, will speak on soil manA wedding dinner was served to Jerry Meyer, Judy Maatman, Lunual
midwinter
concert
Sunday
supporting roles in Palette and mo quartet. Boeskool is also a
Members of Elizabeth Schuyler agements and preparation,and afternoon,Jan. 15. William D. the wedding party and immediate cille Barveld, Linda Bouwman,
Annual Prayer Day
Masque’s production,'The Em- member of the Musical Arts and Hamilton chapter, Daughters of Layton Nelson on’ seeds and seedRevelli is conductor. Van Dyke families at the Dutch Mill rest- Terry Ottlng, Marlyn De Waard,
The “Annual Day of Prayer" peror’s New Clothes” Jan. 18, 1.9 French clubs. He is affiliated with
of plays clarinet
the American Revolution, will ob- ings. Ray Floate, horticulturist
aurant, Holland.Lbter, a small Jack Rusticus, Karen Hammond,
will be observed by the local Wo- and 20, it was announced today by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.He
serve guest day at their meeting Michigan Canners,Inc., will talk
reception was held at the home Margaret Snyder, Elaine RacnakHospital
Notes
man ’a Christian
Marvin Mepyan*, president of the will play the part of Han, mini»- Thursday afternoon. The meeting on asparagus. The Plainwell FFA
Admitted to Holland hospital of the bride’s parents. Mrs. Ray er and Carolyn Van Dyke.
Upion at its monthly meeting Fri- organization.
ter of the emperor’* robe*.
will be held at the home of Mrs. chapter will give an erosion con- Tuesday were Mrs. Garem Elgera- Maatman and Misses Wilma and
In Tuesday’sgroup were Larry
day at 2:30 p.m. in the home of
Arwe is a biology major and
Marj' Sandy, graduate of Harold McLean, 129 West 12th trol demonstration.
ma, 169 West ,10th St.; Mrs. Rus- Joyce Nyenhuis served a dessert Fuller, Sharon Dalman, Faith
J. Van Oss, 560 State St.
has been a "member of Palette and Holland high school, is ma- St„ at 3 pjn.
sell Harrington, 89 East 37th St; luncheon.
Deuitch, Ardlth Gebben, ' Judith
iMrs, Fred T. Miles will conduct Masque for four years. Although joring in education.While in
Approximately6 per cent of the Mrs. Albert Tibbe, 281 East 13th
Speaker of the afternoon will
The bride is employed at Gen- Vande Water, Joan Barkel, .Nordevotions and will be in charge of this is his first appearance on Holland high she wa* acbe the Rev. J. Kenneth Hoffmas- cultivated area in the PhlllippinesSt; Peter Ralph Lee, 333 Cen- eral Motors Corp. office.Grand ma Hopp, Patty Hamm, Landis
the program.
the stage,, he has had experience tive in Girls’ League and Hori- ter, pastor of First Methodist is planted in sugar cane.
Rapids. The groom is also- employ- Zylman, Leonard Geerling, Phyltral Ave.
The social committee includes in play production, having devel- zon club. She was a member of church.
Discharged
Tueaday
were
Mrs. ed at General Motors. They are lis Enstam, Larry C. De Boer, ElMm. Garrett Vander Borgh and oped most of the stage lighting the senior play cast.- She will Mrs. F. E. D# Weese is chair- Tobacco was the first export
Bryan Dunthom and infant living at MerriflekiSt, S. E., bertus Kruiswyk and Emmanuel
Mrs. C. Van Duren.
for the Little Theater. He will play the part of the empress.
man of the social committee.
crop from America.
Falcon.
daughter, 1310 South Shore drive; Grand Rapids.
day ' morning. They will leave
fi-12, and the WolverinesskunkThursday from New- York on the
ed the Rockets 15-6.
Queen Mary and will spend five
' Over in the American league,
days in England with Rev. Smith’s
the co-leading Broncos won and
mother, sisters and families. They
Red Wings lost.
then will travel to Africa by
.The Broncos won a low-scoring
plane. Transportation arrange2-6 decision from the Comets and
ments were made by the Mission
.the Slipshots dumped the Red
board of the Christian Reformed
Wings 20-12.
churches.
•The Leftovers defeated the
Rev. and Mrs. Smith’s children,
Little Dutch 16-3 in the only other Alyce Jean and Paul Edgar, will
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New School
Built on

to

HOLUND

of

Present

Education

12,

1950

Four Generations

in

Zeeland Family

Panthers Defeat

Saturday Closing

Christian Cagers

Of Court House

For Win No. 8

Grand Haven (Special)— The
court house may be closed on

Alma— Holland Christian crffH
dropped their fourth game ol the
season at Alma Friday night,
bowing to the Panthers in a gdttw
that was much closer than the
47-30 count indicates.It was Al-

Saturdays to conform with other
nearby counties, nccordingg *to a
petition now under consideration
by the Board of Supervisors.

Authorizes Purchase
Of Needed Property

Th* new

elementary school
and
Froebel schools will be built on
the present*Lincoln school site,
the Board of Education decided at
its regular monthly meeting Monday night
The board further approved a
recommendation of the Buildings
and Grounds committee to purchase all propertyin the block
between 10th and 11th St. and between Columbia Ave. and the railroad property.The chairman of

which

THURSDAY, JANUARY

Board Considers

Be

Lincoln Location
Board

NEWS,

CITY

The

will .replace Lincoln

ma's eighth w in in nine starts ibis
season.
For almost three quarters the
Hollanderslooked as if they
might nip the northerners,but
several damaging blows did theif
share to snuff out any Christian,
victory hopes. Frequent foul calling did much to take the gajr*
from players of both aquads, and

petition calling for offices

to be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday through

Friday except on

legal holidays was submitted

Mon-

day by county officers. It was referred to the County Officers
committee to report back at this
session.

It was pointed out that by being open during the lunch hour,
the change would give the public
45 hours instead ot 44, as main-

virtuallystymied attempts at*
smooth working offenses. Although the Maroons had piled
up a six point lead, in the first
three and half minutes of play,
nine fouls were called,aeven on

tained by Kent and Muskegon
counties. Muskegon's court house
has been closed Saturday mornthe Dutch.
ings since January, 1949. Kent
Then to make matters really
court house has lieen closed for
bad for the locals, early in thesome time on Saturday.
second period, Ralph Bouwman,
The board approved another reSeveral supervisors felt Ottawa
was ejected from the fray for proMrs.
James
Sterken
and
Mr.
commendationfor the board to
Shown
in
the
four
generations
county should continue to offer
testinga called foul. Bouwman is
Hoeve.
all
of
Zeeland.
Mr.
Hoeve
confer with the Park board and
service to the public on Saturday picture above is Jimmy Sterken,
the key man in the Holland set
Common Council relative to the
morning. Others felt the trend ol youngest great grandchild of John has two daughters, 10 grandchil- offense,and his loss was the crip-,
Installed
use of Lincoln park as a place for
dren
and
eight
great
grandchilthe times calls for closing.
pling blow. Three other MaroonLincoln school children to use as
The petition was signed by Pro- J. Hoeve of Zeeland. Left to right dren. He will be 80 in February. players had three personals bea playground.This playground
(De
Vries
photo
are
Mrs
John
Stephenson,
Jimmy.
bate Judge Frederick T. Miles,
fore the second period was four
At
would be primarily for playground
Fred Van Wieren, Jennie M.
minutes old.
apparatus such as swings, teeters,
Kaufman, Jack Spangler,Anna
Christian scored three quick
and the like.
Zeeland (Special)— The Rev. J. Van Horssen,Ralph Ten Have,
An advance gift of 5100 from
baskets in the first 45 seconds ot.
The board hired the Warren S. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Speet, 624
den Ouden was installed as pastor Fred Den Herder. Robert J. Kamplay to jump to a 6-0 lead. They
Holes Co. of Lansing as architect
Michigan Ave.. today set the stage Evelyn Genzlnk Feted
held this margin throughout most
of the First Reformed church meraad and Judge Raymond L.
for the new school.
Smith
for .launching the annual March
of the first period, until Alma
Thursday
evening.
The
service
w
as
At
Surprise
Shower
Supt. Crawford called attention
A report of the Printingand
of Dimes for care of polio victims
used foul shots to knot the count
to a meeting of the members of
in charge of the Rev. John Benes Stationery committee regarding
and move out In front 10-9 at the
in Ottawa county.
A
surprise
shower
was
given
"It
Isn't
your
town,
it's
you
who
‘Boards of Educationand school
end of the quarter.
The drive will start officially Wednesday night at the home of of Holland, Dr. J. Van Peursem, printingof the proceedings of the
administrators of Southwest
Coach Arthur Tula’ club moved
Jan. 15 and will continue throughwho served the church as pastor Board of Supervisor*in county mast be interested in city probMichigan to be held in Lansing
Mrs. John Genzink honoring Miss
i newspapers
mr«opapcia was
mas tabled
muivu until
umu the
urc lems," H. Scott Bagdy of Grand
out to a four point lead midway
out January.
Friday. Dean Ernest Melby of
day of the current session,
First
in the second period, but the
The Speets made the advance Evelyn Genzink. whose marriage tor many, years was in
Rapids told Century club memNew York universitywill be gift
prayer and scripture reading. possibly Friday. The report proclever Alma quint again knotted
as a gesture of appreciation to Alfred Bosch will take place
Ikts
Monday
night
in
a
panel
disprincipal speaker. Several of the
The sermon was preached by poses three alternatives.One is to
the count. Finally after the lead
for the recovery of their son. this month. Hostesses were Mrs.
local board are expectedto atpublish the proceedingsin the cussion on city planning in Hope
again changed hands, the PanthLarry, about 5. who was stricken Arnold Genzink.Mrs. Harv Gen- the Rev. Marion de Veldei* of HolPolio
in ’50
tend.
land and the form for installa- newspaper having the largest cir- church parish hall. The speaker,
ers scored on a hooker to take a
with polio last fall and spent •zink and Mrs. Julius Genzink.
Crawford also announced that
Games were played and prizes tion was read by Rev. Benes. The culation, second Is to publish it in who came to Grand Rapids three
20-18 lead at the intermission.A
seven weeks in Grand Rapids hosGrand Haven (Special) — The
minutes of the Board of Education
the two newspapers reachingthe
total of 22 fouls w-ere called in
pitals. He returned home in were won by the Mesdames Tony Rev. John Vander Beck of Ebenmonths ago from New Jersey, is first polio case for 1950 was rehave been bound and will be storthe first 16 minutes of play— 16
November wearing a sling on his Klaasen. James Genzink and Don ezer gave the charge to the minis- most readers, third is to publish
ported
Monday
in
Ottawa
county.
ed in the vault. He said several
it in all five newspapers of the engaged in a survey of Grand
against the Maroons and six
left arm and orthopedic schools. Lemmen and Miss Margie Brink. ter and the Rev. Abraham RynThe patient U Mrs. Joan Mc- against Alma.
sectionsof minutes years back
brandt of Grand Rapids gave the county.
Rapids needs as regards city planSince then he has been receiving A two-course lunch was served.
Carthy,
20-year-old
wife
6f
Charare missing, and efforts are b^The annual report of the coun- ning and is conversant with the
Both clubs played slow delibGuests invited vvere the Mes- charge to the congregation.
physio- therapy treatments. His
les McCarthy, route 1, Grand erate ball in the early stages of
ing made to locate them in order
Music was presented by the sen- ty clerk was tabled until a later
constant companion is his identi- lames Ralph Brink, Edward
multitude of problems involved in Haven, who was taken ill Saturto have official minutes as comdate.
the third quarter with Alma out
Brink. John H. Brink. Bert Brink, ior choir.
cal twin, Gary.
day afternoon. She was taken to in front, 24-22. Then the ’'roof
such plans.
plete as possible.
Jack
Kraal,
Maggie
Genzink.
Jay
The
church
had
been
without
a
Ottawa county's quota is $20.St. Mary’s hospital In Grand RapHe also announced that the
fell In" on the Dutch as Alma
Municipal Judge Cornelius ven000 and Holland's share is $10,500 Kooiker, Jerald Lubbers, Justin pastor since last April when the
ids shortly after midnight.
Michigan MunicipalFinance comspurted to a convincing nine point
Rev.
A.
Rynbrandt
accepted
a
Volkers.
Howard
Tucker.
Edward
dor
Meulen.
who
introduced
the
The local campaign is in charge
Her case was diagnosed as polio lead. Lapses in the Holland deLie,
mission has approved the Holland
subject for discussion, paid tribute
of the Kiwanis club with Gal* Genzink, James Genzink, Lou call to the Grace Relormed
Sunday by Dr. George T. Aitkin fense accountedfor moat of the
bond issue and it is now being adchurch
of
Grand
Rapids.
Rev.
Brink.
Julius
Knoll.
Henry
Brink.
to
the
men
who
first
planned
to
Kuite as chairman.He will opervertised in the Michigan Investor
make Holland "a good place in The Ottawa county health depart- damage, with forward Norm
Harold Lemmen, Albert Lemmen, and Mrs. Ouden and two children.
ment was informed today that Thompson of Alma getting eight
and in The Sentinel. Bids for the ate a plank downtown on two Marvin Lemmen. Donald Lemmen, David and Mary, moved here from
which to live.” He explained that
Mrs. McCarthy has no use of her quick tallies. Third period aoort
bonds will be opened Thursday, Saturdays.
Muskegon
where
Rev.
den
Ouden
Gerrit
Boeve,
John
Essenberg,
the
city
council
has
authorized
Verne C. Dagen of the Rocklegs or abdominal muscles and was 34-25.
Jan. 26, at 8 p.m. in the superinthe Mayor to appoint a planning
ford state police post is county Arnold Essenberg. Tony Klaasen. served as pastor of the First ReAllegan (Special)
County
partial use of her arms.
tendent's office.
The fourth period was pretty
Junior
Schout.
John
Breuker.
formed
church
since
1946.
commission.
chairman. Quota for the tri-cities.
Treasurer James Boyce, looking
She is the former Joan Poe of much all Alma, with both clubs
John Olert was selected as the
Dev.
den
Ouden
conducted
serHarold Brueker. Arnold Genzink.
Marvin
Lindeman,
the
second
Grand
Haven.
Spring
Lake
and
over his 1949 report, noticed painGrand Rapida.
board's representative to attend
using slam-bang tactics. Alma
panel speaker, [jointed out the
Ferfysburg. is $7,750. Other quo- Harv Genzink. Julius Genzink and vices Sunday nvorning on the fully that figures do lie.
the annual National Education asstarted to hit from outcourt and
topic,
"A
Reasonable
Request,
the
Misses
Ruth
Brink,
Myra
tas ar# Coopersville.$500; NunFor while the general fund's evident expansion of the city and
pulled away to a decisive win.
aociation’aconventionwith Supt.
ica, $500; Marne, $150; Conklin. Brink. Kathryn Brink. Margie and in the evening, "God's Living balance on Jan. 1, 1949, was $53.- the accompanying problem. City AHcgan Courthouse
Coach Vic Hicks of the Panth^
Crawford at Atlantic City Feb. 25
Brink.
Burdella
Brink
and
DorTemple."
planning,
he
said,
is
far
more
$100. Charles Bngielski of Grand
383 in the red, and stood at zero
era
has moulded a clever, well
to March 2. A. E. Lampen is alNeeds
More
Insurance?
At the morning service the folHaven is co-chairman for the othy Genzink.
on Dec. 31, it didn't mean the than a visionary ideal of certain Allegan (Special)— If the court- balanced ball club that knows
ternate appointee.
lownig
elders
and
deacons
were
facilities
for
recreational
purcounty's biggest operating fund
Claims and accountsfor Janu- county.
house should be destroyed by fire, every angle in the exceptionally
installed: Elders, Adrian De Free,
poses; it is a scientific study.
was at least starting even.
small Alma gym. . The squad
ary totaled $45,063.38 of which The Kiwanians will direct the
Albert Pyle, William Van EenenBy use of charts, Mr. Bagdy the county stands to lose perhaps boasts a smooth working forward
Farther down the columns ap$32,618.40was teachers’ salaries. drive in Holland and Zeeland, the
$100,000.
Other
buildings
are
simaam,
James
Westenbroek;
deaRotary club at Coopersville,and
peared the $64,795* paid off for pointed out that the first need
in Thompson and two smart,
President C. J. De Koster gave
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
cons, Hugh De Free, James De
for a city is a sound economic ilarly under-inaured.
sharp
shooting guards in Marlin
the invocation. Trustees Jay L. the Lions at Nunica.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wolters, Vries, Paul Van Eenenaam,and the county's loan last year. And base, and two of the most importThat's the report County
County leaders pointed out that 220 South 120th Ave., and Mr.
the $50,000 bond fund was entireStauffer and Fred Shults.
De Koning, Harry Wieskamp and
Treasurer
James
Boyce
will
give
I^i
Verne
Van
Kley.
ant problemsare to maintain the
ly wiped out.
Alma cashed in on 11 out of 36
Sadie Grace Winter were absent. $46,000 was spent in Ottawa coun- and Mrs. Don Dorks, route 6. visthe county supervisors when they
ty during 1949. and that there are
Some
funds,
however,
were
in value of present residentialareas
foul tosses while Christian hit on
ited last week at Moody Bible inmeet
on Jan. 9. He has made a
three cases in the county that
better shape when the books were and to meet the tendency toward
stitute. Chicago.
survey of the county's insurance eight out of 16 attempts. Thomlh
cost $1,000 a month. More money
closed on a hectic financial vear ‘•suburban sprawl. "In solving the
son led all scorers with 20 taillea
Dr. Harry J. Hager of Chicago
at the supervisors'request.
is spent in this county than is
The county road fund, which latter problem, be suggested zon- The courthouseis insured at while Henry Holatege led Holwill speak at the City Mission Fribeing collected each year.
land with 10.
started the year with $76,336, hading
„ of suburban areas and the
J :§
day at 7:30 p.m.
$70,000, and its contents at $12,(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
Kuite has made the follbwing
spent $801,321,and had a balance supplying of urban services,
Box score
*. S
The
Board
of
Directors
of
the
000. One appraisal firm told Boyce
The Rev. Francis P. Ihrman, appointments for Holland: Jack
FO
ChrUtian (30)
of $97,325. The dram fund similar- ! The speaker stressed the imLife
Ottawa county chapter of the Ampastor of the First Presbyterian
Plewes, theaters; Clare Walker, erican Red Crass will hold a regHolatege. f ................... 5 0 10
church at Racine. Wis., will conteir1- *,,h* *™7t
«US.
[icrsonalinterest in his city and
Altena. ................... .... 3
schools; George Schreur, individ8
Activities
of
Swan
Creek
wild
*22.476
spent,
and
a
balance
of
ture was built about 50 years ago
duct services at the Second Re- uals: Dan Vander Werf. organiza- ular meeting Wednesday at 6:30
trying to grasp fully the implicaUnema, c ....................... 0
2
life stationwere related by Super- *21,614. Direct relief had $1.09.)
p.m.
in
the
Dutch
Mill
restaurat
about
$57,000.
formed church next Sunday.
Mast, g ....................... 2
6
tions; Rhine Vander Metilen. ant. The meeting was incorrectly intendent Orland Hougen Mon- at the start of the year, disburse- tions of the problems involved.
The old county building, now Bouwman, g ................... 1
The Girls’ League for Service churches; Wilbur Cobb, industry;
2
Ttioasands of dollars can be saved
scheduled for tonight in Monday's day night at a Kiwanis club meet- ments of $39,231,and a balance of
housing the county health departheld a monthly meeting at the
if
.stejfc
are
taken
immediately
Knott, c ....................... 0
Bill Draper, merchants; George
1
$3,488. But that fund had receiving
at
the
Warm
Friend
Tavern.
Sentinel.
ment and school commissioner's Schipper, f ......................0
Second Reformed church on Mon- Jacobs, boxes; Bert Gebben
to
plan
for
the
tulure.
ho
said.
l.
1
ed
extra
help
during
the
year.
Hougen explained that the exMr. and Mrs. Dick Botcr left
offices, is insured for $7,500,and
day evening. Elaine Kleis was in rural; Jack Graameyer, clubs;
0
The county health funo appear- "Discussion of your city's needs contents, $8,800. Its value is esti- Bouwman. g ................... 0
charge of devotions.Hostesses Fred Ver Schure, Wishing Weil. Sunday by train for a vacation perimentalstation, which covers
Kramer, g ....................... 0
0
ed
to
be
in
the
wors;
situation, is more important than the study
about
5.(X)0
acres
in
the
Allegan
mated at $27,000.
were Alyce De Free and Joan Kiwanis Queen* will assist in the trip to Arizona.
Totals ...............
.... 11
8
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of
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in
foreign
lands,"
he
with
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to
start
the
year,
disMr. and Mrs. Shirley Turner of forest, is one of three such staThe county jail Is closer to val- ALMA (47)
Whitsitt. The program included
FG F TP
said. An open discussionfollowed.
layer project.
Grand Rapids announce the birth tions in Michigan under supervi- bursement*: of $41,581,ending the
ue. with an insurance of $25,000 Thompson, f ................... 8 4 20
rollingbandages for Knox MemDr. Irwin J. Lubbers, vice presyear
with
$88.92. It will he one of
sion
of
the
Conservation
departof a son. Brent Leon, Monday
contentsat $1,000. and re-build- Scutes, f ......................... 0
orial hospital in Arabia.
fl
morning at Butterworthhospital. ment. Research and habitat stud- the first to get its quarterly allot- ident, pre.-uded. He introduced sev- mg estimate at $31,000.
Joyce Hendrickkswas leader on Mrs. Rotman Hostess
Mcllrath, c ............ ... 3
6
eral guests, including Mayor Harment.
ies
are
principle
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of
the
Mrs. Tumor is the former Rose
the topic "What is the Quiet
Shult*, g ....................... 2 6 10
ry
Harrington,
Aldermen
Peter
The
library
fund
showed
a
drop
station,he said.
Lubbers of Holland.
Hour?" at the Junior Chrsitian To Methodist Class
Stoffer. g ....................... 3
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The Conservation department is in its Jan. 1 balance of $3,849 Kromann and John W. Van Dyke. Car Hitting Deer Is
J. Paul Visscher represented
Endeavor meeting at the Second The Builders class of First
Simmons, g ................... 2
4
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Yacht,
accomfrom
the
$8,061
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last
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Narragan, f ...................0
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Since
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Ritsema,
sang
M. Todd Farm near Fennville for
waarde was in charge of the In- evening at the home of Mrs. Mar- of Dr. John S. Millis as ninth
Grand Haven (Special) — It was
a permanent wild life sanctuary made up of criminal fees and fines "Hills of Home," "Invictus," and
president
of
the
Western
Reserve
termediate Christian Endeavor vin Rotman, 54 Scott Dr. The
Totals ....................... 18 11 47
which would assist the depart- and is distributedto schools in "Mother Machree." Refreshments virtuallyhari-kari for the deer.
meeting discussing the topic, "I meeting was conducted by Mrs. university, Cleveland. Ohio. The
The
car
didn't
fare
so
well
ceremony took place Saturday af- ment in its study of geese and July, it hinted of fewer penalties vvere served by a committee headBelieve in God."
Earl McCormick, president.
during the first half of its fiscal ed by Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Buys. either.
pheasants, Hougen said.
Named in Will
The first meeting of the Ladies Theme of devotions, led by Miss ternoon.
It all happened at 6 a.m. SatThe speaker also showed a new vear.
Dr.
Marinus
Neven,
dentist
Bequests of $500 and $100, reAid society in the new year will Grace Thorne, was "A Meditation
urday when a deer was crossing
from Curacao, Dutch East Indies, color film, "Buck Fever." on the
al >ce lively.weie loft to Kenneth
Veterans
Entertained
be held in the Second Reformed on God's Love and Peace."
US-31 a half mile north of M-30.
was a guest of the local Nether- deer hunting season in Michigan.
Hewitt and Ethel Reeves, both of
church parlors at 2:30 p.m. ThursIt was hit by a car driven by WilReports were given by commit- lands Informationbureau office
Hougen was introduced by WilBy
Organizations
Holland,by the late Mrs. Jane
day. The new officers w-ill begin tee chairmen. The sunshine packbur Wierda, 33, route 1. Zeeland.
Monday. He left Monday night bur Cobb, program chairman. Wil- Mrs.
Morris Keller Hewitt, widow ot
their work and new groups will age was awarded to Mrs. Gustave
The front end of YVierda'scar
Patients at Michigan Veterans
for Ann Arbor where he will con- liam DuMond, president,conductl Dr. Clarence E. Hewitt, pnomorganize. Mrs. P. Brill will be in
was
considerably
damaged.
' Facility in Grand Rapids were
fer with friends at the University ed the meeting.
I inent physician of Springfieldr
charge of devotions.Hostesses
Talks on "Let's Unite Our of Michigan today.
Group singing was led by Harmated to a delayed Christmas The deer was turned over to Miss. Mrs. Hewitt died Dec. 28.
are Mrs. W. Claver and Mrs. C. Churches Now" were given by
Conservation
Officer
Harold
Bowold
Gosling
and
accompanied
by
party Sunday afternoon by the
Willard Wichers. directorof the
Her will specified an unusuaHyVan Dyke.
Miss Thorne and Mrs. Ethel local NetherlandsInformation Franklin Van Ry. The Rev. HerC,ooiio.sand Cottyettes.branch or- ditch.
I large number of individual 'beA meeting of the Girls' League Knutson.
bureau office, will leave for New man Rosen I* rg gave the invoca- i Mrs Henry Pas spoke to mem- ganizations of the Veterans of
quests.
for Service was held at the First
bers of the Yadnom club at a
Wars
Mystery pals were vealed In a York City Wednesday on a busi- tion.
Three
Court
Fines
Reformed church on Monday gift exchange. Mrs. Ted Range ness trip.
meeting Monday evening. Her) Ei|(.h pafii:nt wax presented
Terrence Costello 20. of 375
evening.
subject was "The British
fruit, candy and a gift.
conductedgames for which prizes
Hospital Notes
Harrington Captures
Michigan St., Zeeland, paid a $10
Jean Vande Wege was leader at were awarded to Mrs. Max Welton
Party."
There were 42 present from orAdmitted to Holland hospital
the First Reformed church Senior and Mrs. McCormick. RefreshThe meeting was held at 74 ganizations of Traver.seCity, Lan- speeding fine in municipalcourt
Monday was Cornelius Van Dyke. Exciting Overtime Win
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Chrsitian. Endeavor meeting on ments were served by Mrs. CharWest 15th St. Miss Maine Ewald sing, Gwosso, Grand Rapids, Saturday morning. Warren L.
202 West 15th St.
29 East 9th
Phone 3963
Huyser,
24. of route 5, paid $5 for
Sunday discussing, "I Believe in les Scott and Mrs. Rotman.
Grand Haven, Muskegon and HolHarrington school cagers won was hostess.
DischargedMonday were Miss
making an improper left turn and
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
God the Father."
Mrs.
Pas
emphasized
that
the
land.
Local
member*
attending
an
exciting
overtime
game
Friday
Gloria Thorpe, 333 Felch road;
Ted Van Dyke of 182 West 26th
v A regular meeting of the MiGilbertVander Water, Mgr.
Mrs. John H. Aldcrink, route 2; from Waukazoo 30-27. Don Kui- English problem Is deeper than were Mr. and Mrs. Peter Harden- St., paid a $i parking line
Women’s
Mission
Group
llion circle will be held in the
a
controversy
between
capitalism
burg,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ted
Kouw
and
|)ers’
free
shot
and
basket
In
the
Lloyd Steggerda.136 West 32nd
parlors of the First Reformed
final mniutes clinched the game and socialism,and that the post-'Mrs. Bud Hamm.
Marks 70th Anniversary •St.
church at 7:30 tonight.A Western
at
North Shore Communityhall. war revolution was an all-party A card party for Cootyettes and
Births included a daughterborn
The Women's Missionary soTheological seminary student will
Suburban teams are trying for revolution which Liberals and guests is planned for Jan 25 at
Monday
to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
be guest speaker and will also fur- ciety of First Reformed church
GrotenhyLs, 15 East 35th St., and a cup that will be presented the Conservatives started.The Labor the home of Mrs. Ivan Kleinjans,
nish music. He is from Brewton, met in the church parlors Thursa son. David Paul, born today to winner at the end of the season. party "takes the rap" because it Zeeland.
Ala. and will speak on the Brew- day afternoon. The meeting markKuipers was high man for the happens to he in power, she said.
Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Breen. 152J
ton achool for colored children. ed the 70th year of the organizaThe speaker said that the Labor
winners
with 18 points and Lyle
East Ninth St.
Religious Films Scheduled
Guests at the Rev. George C. tion's membership in the Women's
Schippa scored 10 points for sec- party's job of repairing war damPoppen home Saturday night were Board of Foreign Missions.
ages necessitatedthe extension of At First Reformed Church
ond.
Mrs. Bastian Kruithof.presi- Founders Honored
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Ten Clay,
Reserves played tlte prelim and social services and that its "proPaul Schmidt. Miss Evelyn Jan- dent, conducted the meeting and
Two films. "Crown of RightHarrington won 26-11. Harlow De duce more policy ’ is a necessity
By PE0 Chapter
Expert Chemists, Home Economists,Maker*
inga, Miss Ruth Ann Poppen. Mrs. Sarah Pieters led devotions.
Jonge and Gilbert Lamar were for the survival of the nation's eousness” and "Kenji Comes
of fine foods all afree — any supposed differMusic included a duet by Mrs.
John Vander Waal. Robert SchulHome,"
will
be
shown
at
First
economy.
Even
the
Conservatives
Founders' Day was observed by high soorefs for the winners with
ence in pure sugars is only a figment of the
ler and Paul Lupkes, all of Hol- Nella Elderbroekand Mrs. Henry
pledge full maintenanceof all so- Reformed church Thursday at
BW chapter, PEG, Monday, at an 8 points each.
land. Dinner was served by the Swierenga and a solo by Miss
mind!
cial
service*
now
in
force,
and
7:45
p.m.
The
first
film
tells
of
Harrington Basketbelleswon
afternoon meeting in the home of
Misses Ann Poppen and Ruth Anna Luidens The vocalistssang
their first game with Beechwood some extension#, and British in- the life of Paul after he spent
Mrs.
George
Damson
on
West
And informed Homemakers know SUGAR
selectionswhich were sung at the
Ann Poppen.
dustrialist*believe w-ith the So- two years as a prisoner In Rome
girls 11-0 '.in a game Tuesday.
23rd St.
IS SUGAR — no matter whether it is extracted
first meeting 70 years ago.
cialists
in
organizing
industry
and
He
was
tried
before
Nero,
reFollowing a businesssession. 1 Mrs. Adrian Buys, in charge of
from beets or extracted from cane. So shop for
protecting it against competition, leased and later was imprisoned
Motion Denied
Mrs. James Wayer spoke ,on the program, paid tribute to the Former Chicago Man
the sugar that gives you the most for your
again.
In
the
catacombs
the
perMrs.
Pas
said.
Grand Haven (Special)— In an "Fruits to Your Account." Mrs. seven young women who founded
money — the sugar fhat has no superior for
The
program
was
preceded
by
secuted Christians are inspired bythe
organization
in
1869
at
Iowa
Dies at Son’s Home
opinion, Circuit Judge Raymond L. Edith Walvoord gave the closing
dessert
served
by
the
hostess.
A
reading
Paul’s
epistle
to
the
Roevery sweetening purpose. Buy pure, fina
Wesleyan college at ML Pleasant;
Smith Monday denied a motion to prayer. .
»
grain—
la.
John
W:
Dahl
83, formerlyof businesi, session followed the
dismiss a felonious assault charge
Hostesses were the Mesdames
The second film. "Kenji Comes
Mrs. E. V. Hartman, president, Chicago, died Saturday night at program with Mrs. Georgene
against Albert Sagman, 4J, route C. Mooi, A. Steketee, G. Ter Vree
Home." was just released by the
conducted the business meeting. the home of his son and daughter- Brown presiding.
1, Zeeland. The alleged offense ocnn<] J. Vander Meulen.
Protestant Film commission. This
The
next
meeting
will
be
on
in-law;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
E.
Dahl.
Tea
was
served
by
Mrs.
George
E.
curred Sept. 27, 1948, when Sag—and saw
tho difforoncal
Butternut Dr., where he had lived Jan. 23 at the home of Mrs. Irene timejy film boldly .sketches the
Kollen and the hostess.
man allegedly pointed a gun at
m
dark' but challenging picture of
for the last four years. He had Ver Hulst 309 College Ave.
Emory Niemchick,power com- Falls on Ice
ASK FOR. PIONEER - GREAT LAKES
the struggle between democratic
Aluminum 4$-the second rank- been ill for several weeks.
Mrs. Arthur Witteveen of 282
pany employe who had gone to
Estimated per capita consump- Christianity and communism for
Surviving are another son. WilMT. CLEMENS OR BIG CHIEF BRANDS
the Sagman farm to either col- West 24th St., fractured her ankle ing metal in volume produced by
tion of butter in the U-S. in 1948 the youth of postwar Japan.
lect a bill or turn off the power. Saturday when she slipped on the peacetime U.S. industry.Only iron liam G., of Chicago, a daughter,
Irving. Lemnvm will conduct deSagman contendedhe had paid ice near the comer of Central is produced in larger volume to- Mrs. Anna Horton, also of Chi- was 10.2 pounds. The rate for
cheese was seven pounds.
votions. The public is invited.
cago, and two grandchildren.
day.
Ave. and Eighth SL
the bill.
the

committee and

Supt. C. C.
Crawford were authorized to arrange to purchase this property on
a basis of twice the 1941 Cleminshaw appraisal value

Gary and Larry Speet amile their pleasureas they
prepare to forward their parents’ $100 check to the
Ottawa county polio chapter which open* its annual campaign Jan. 15. Larry, at right, contracted
polio last fall but returned home in November after

•pending seven weeks in Grand Rapids hospitals.
He Is now receivingtherapy for muscle weaknsss.
County quota is $20,000 and Holland's share is
$10,500. Contributions may be mailed to box 407,
Holland post
(Penna-Sas photo)

office.
Pastor

Advance Gift Heralds
County Polio Campaign
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Sunday School

HOUND

CITY

NIWJ,

THURSDAY, JANUARY

12,

1950

on increasing our spirituallife to- long period of hard work.
day and in a study of Pentecost
The Kappa Delta aociety of the
we will find the secret of power. high school will give a leap lear

Lesson

Local Riflemen

party Friday night at Castle Park.
About 60 will attend. Two hayracks will convey the pleasure
seekers to the Castle.
Allegan— Mrs. Adeline T. Chambers,’ residing near the Ottawa
county line, has just celebrated
her 103rd birthday anniversary.

Holland

Stay Unbeaten

January 15, 1960
Daring Fellowaiiip
Acts 2:42-47; 4:31-35
Holland’s rifle team outshot
By Heary Oaeriian
Paw Paw in a recent match at tha
In our study of the history of
local range for its sixth St. Joa
The tri-color of the Netherlands
Christianity in it* beginningwe
Valley league victory.The locals
need to remember that the early has been hoisted along the shores
haven’t been defeated.
Christians constituted s new and of the Zuyder Zee to celebrate
Holland fired a team score of
spiritualbrotherhood. They were the fact that ’The Dutch have
one great family, united in Oirist taken Holland," that is, they have
1,457, the highest of the season.
The Home of the
by the Holy Spirit in the bond of regained possessionof most of the
Paw Paw fired a team total of 1,Holland City News
PublishedEvery Thurs- love. The church began on the territorythat the sea had wrested
440.
day by the Sentinel day of Pentecost, and was exist- from them by the disastrous
Team scores:
PrintingCo. Office 54-56
floods of last January. This news
Holland—J. Ter Haar 295, J.
The general synod of the ChrisWest Eighth Street, Hol- ing and functioning, though the
revelation concerningit had not story appeared in the Monday, tian Reformed church met in
Van Dyke 292, G. DeWaard 292,
land. Michigan.
May 15 issue of the Holland Daily
E. L. Prins 289, W. DeWaard 289.
yet been given.
opening session at the Ninth
Entered as second class matter at
The
beginning of a new age in Sentinel published in 1916.
Paw Paw— E. Sutcliffe292, H.
the post office at Holland. Mich.,
A fire at 10:45 Saturday night Street church Wednesday and orSmith 287, A. Hathaway 287, K.
under the Act of Congress. March a. history is of great importance.
3879.
Our Christian era did not begin caused damage estimated at ganized by electing the Rev. E.
Watson 287, J. Stevens 286.
about $400 in the shoe store of Breen president,the Rev. J. GreWeekly scores:
W. A. BUTLER. Business Manager with the birth or baptism of
Jesus, but with the launching of Nick Yonker, on the corner of en, vice president , and the Rev. H.
Class A— T. Smith 182, P. Blue-Telephone—News Items 3193
the world kingdom on the Pente- Central Ave. and 17th St. and ip
kamp 176, C. Zwiep 176, C. KlunAdvertisingand Subscriptions. 3191
Beets and M. Van Vessem, secrecost following the first Easter. the grocery store of H. J. Klomgle 165, S. Kosminsky 153.
taries, began a story in the June
The publisher shall not be liable The apoetle Peter calls it the be- parens in the same building.
Class B-G. De Witt 189, B.
for any erroi or errors In printing ginning.
Another district honor came to 17 issue of the Ottawa County
Dykstra 182.
any advertising unless a proof of
For the first time the complete Zeeland high school Friday Times published in 1904 by M. G.
Class C-R. Kleis 197, J. Ter
such advertisementshall have been
message
of the risen Christ was evening when Anna De Haan won Manting The following committee
Haar 197, L. Van Ingen 192, G.
obtained by mhertiser and returned
by "him In time for correction with proclaimed. It was the beginning first place in declamationsin the was named with power to appoint
DeWaard 189, H. Working 187, J.
such errors or correctionsnoted of the carrying out of the Great district oratorical and declama- subcommittees:the Rev. K. PopDeVries 186, J. Meurer 182, B.
plainly thereon: and In such ease If
pen. New Jersey; R. L. Haan.
Weatherwax176, J. Weenum 171,
any error so noted Is not corrected, tt>mmission. The new covenant tory contest held at St. Joseph.
Sylvester Paulus and Jud Hunt- Muskegon; J. Keizer, Kalamazoo;
publishers liability ahall not exceed began here. The first command
A. VandenBerg 170.
such a proportion of the entire space ever given in the name of Christ ley will represent Holland high H.- Ahuis, Iowa; P. Koster, Patoccupied by the error bears to the
school at the track meet which erson, N. J.; I. Van Bellum, Orwhole space occupiedby such adver- was issued.
Truly it was a day of begin- will be held at Kalamazoo on Sat- ange City, la.; D. R. Drukker,
tisement.
Ice fishermen are getting on their marks and keepmany years earlier. Reports of Ice fishing without *
Holland; Elders B. Swersma,
ing an eye on the thermometerthese davs. The
nings. But the force or power that urday.
shanties were received during the early December
. TERMS OF SI BSCRIPTION
Grand
Rapids;
S.
Dekker,
RoseB. T. Vander Woude. a graduate
through-the-iceanglers are getting an unusually
cold spell. The Lake Macatawa shores are dotted
One year S2.00: Six months $1.25; made possible the day and all its
(From Monday's Sentinel)
land, 111. A committee on necrolate start this year because recent spring-like
with shanties these days as anglers hope the
three months 75c: Single copy 5c. event* was the coming of the Holy- of the Western Theological semiBarney
Buikema of the Veterlogy
was
appointed
as
follows:
weather
prevented
Lake
Macatawa
from
freezing.
Subscriptions payable in advance and Spirit. Jesus had told the apostles nary. has received a call from the
present cold spell will freeze the lake. The photo
ans hospital at Waukesha, Wis.,
wlH be promptly discontinued 1* not
In other years, the ice fishing season could be
was taken near Jack Grissen’talong the north aide
Reformed
church
of
Beverly, The Revs. J. Noordewier,Jenisop;
not
to
tfy
to
do
anything
immerenewed.
J. B. Hoekstra, Grand Rapids, and
visited relatives in Zeeland and
counted to start by Jan. 1 at the latest,and in
*of the lake.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by diaely after He ascendedto heav- Mich.
Holland including his sister, Miss
reporting promptly any Irregularity en but to tarry in the city until
Tuesday w-ill be hospitalityday C. Bode. Kanauha, la.
The board of public works at
Esther Buikema, brother and sisIn idellvery.Write or Phone 3191.
at
the
Woman's
Literary
club.
they were clothed with power
ter Mr. and Mrs. Vernon BuikThe Douglas and Saugatuck clubs its meeting Monday night decided
from on high.
Olive
to raise the water rate* from 6
ema, and parents, Mr. and Mrs.
w'lll
be
entertained
with
the
THE MAN NOBODY KNOWS
There was a ten-day period of
cents to 8 cents per 1.000 gallons,
Cornelius Buikema in Holland.
Chancellor Robert M. Hutchin*’ waiting, then on the Jewish feast operetta "Miss Doremifasolasini.
the minimum rate, from $2 to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Waldo
The
Rev.
John
Van
Peursem,
day
of
Pentecost
the
heaven
sent
of
list of the "ten gneateet men of
$2.50 semi-annuallyand from $4
and
daughter Joan of Kalamazoo
pastor of Trinity Reformed
our time" -is interest ing more for Power came. Miracles were
to $5 annually.The new rates will
were recent visitors at the horn#
church
for nearly five years, on
wrought,
the
apostles
preached,
dverisel(Special)— West Olive of their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
what it says about Hutchinsthan
Mrs. Edward D. Donivan, rego into effect July 1.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Van Slooten
Sunday announced his declination
for what it revealsabout the truly three thousand were saved and
Mrs. J. H. Stothhamer and Mrs. viewing Hudson Strode's book, and family had as their recent church was the scene of a winter F. Waldo, South Park St.
of the calls extended to him by
great of this era. But that is in- he church was established. We
J. L. Rademaker of Milwaukee "Sweden, Model for a World." visitors,Mr. and Mrs. Adrian wedding Friday night when Miss
Prof, and Mrs. William Frankevitable. The same statement ought to look back to this day Second church at Grand Haven are visitingHon. and Mr*. Isaac gave Woman's Literary club Compagnerof Oakland.
,ena
and family of Ann Arbor were
Alice
Theisz,
who
lives
with
Mr.
could be made about any man'* frequently to refresh ouf minds and the Reformed church at Marsilje.They are sisters of Mrs. members a graphic and agreeable Mr. and Mrs. Arend Commissaris
recent visitors at the home of
Rochester,
N.Y.
and
gain
renewed
strength.
and
Mrs.
E.
R.
Measom,
route
1.
selection of the "ten greatest.”
Marsilje.
picture of that country Tuesday of Burnips entertained relatives at
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. H. Te Roller. 178 East
Si^ch a list can't be authoritative, The ’Spirit of God is called the
Prof, and Mrs. W D. Zoethout afternoon.
their home on Saturday evening. West Olive, became the bride of Nicholas Frankena, East Central
Fifth
St.
was
surprised
Saturday
Holy
Spirit
because
He
leads
men
no matter who makes it
of Chicago are spending a couple
CharacterizingSweden as a
The Monterey Center Methodist Frank Williams, son of Mr. and Ave.
If we knew nothing about Hut- to live in a holy manner. Tliere is afternoon by a company of rela- of weeks at the resorts. He will country where the standard of liv- church of the Burnips circuit had
A meeting of the Mission Guild
Mrs. Laverne Williams, 96 West
chins, the general character of the no event on record where men tives, laden with a bountiful din- teach this summer at the College ing is the highest in the world,
its annual Christmas program on Seventh St., Holland. The Rev. T. was held at the First Reformed
ner
and
gifts.
The
occasion
was
man could be deduced from the so completelyfollowed the Spirit
of Physiciansand Surgeons at where there are no slums, illiter- Tuesday evening, Dec. 20. The Yff and Ben De Boer of Holland church this week at which time
fact that he chose Gandhi to top as on Pentecost. They were com- her birthday anniversary.
Chicago.
acy or dire poverty, she suggested Sunday school children presented
performed the double ring cere- Mrs. A. H. Pyle became the new
Miss Bessie Van Ark is spendthe list because the Indian leader pletely under His power. They
A meeting of the Temperance that in this age of social change the program.
president. Mrs Anthony Mulder
mony at 7:30 p.m.
"most resembles Christ in the last began to speak as the Spirit gave ing a three-weekvacation at the workers of Holland, was held in it is good for the leaders of demMrs. Thelma Fuller had as her
Ferns, bouquets of white flow- was in charge of a candlelight
2,000 years." Or that he gave sec- them utterance. This is a fulfill- home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. the M. E. church June 13. The ocracies to consider the agreeable
guests on Sunday afternoon, her ers and candelabra decorated the service on stewardship with Mrs.
ond place to Einstein because “in ment of the promise made several Herman Van Ark of 212 West meeting was called to order by compromise the Scandinavian
daughter and husband of Mon- altar. Mrs. Ruth Nonhof, soloist, Walter Van Asselt, Mrs. Gaude
am age of poor thinkers Einstein times by Jesus before His death 12th St. Miss Van Ark is taking a the Rev. A. T. Luther. D. H. Shaw country has worked out between
terey, at the Fuller home in Bur- sang "Because" and "Bless This Tenckinck. Mrs. Clarence Yntema
is ’the greatest." (Parenthetically, that He would send the Com- nurse’s course in the Evanston
was electedchairman of the meet- socialism and capitalism.
nips.1
House." She was accompanied by participating.The devotional serhis other selections, some of them forter to be always with them.
hospital of Chicago and will be ing and C. St. Clair, secretary
The author made clear, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bredeweg Miss Evelyn Den Uyl who also vice was in charge of Mrs. Henry
less self-revealing,were, in this
It was a wire leas message sent graduated in June.
The Wesleyan Methodist church Donivan said, that Sweden differs of Burnips entertained their chilPul. Mrs. Adrian De Pree gave
played the wedding marches.
order: Freud, Albert Schweitaer, from heaven to announce that
City AttorneyArthur Van Dur- at Gibson has been dedicated.
from the United States in many dren Sunday in their home.
The bride wore a white satin the closing prayer.
Eleanor Roosevelt, Winston Chur- Jesus, the risen Savior had been en was appointed assistant sergSheriff H. J. Dykhuis asked the ways, especiallysince it is homoMr. and Mrs. Frank Delp an- princess style gown fashioned with
On Monday. Jan. 16, at 7:45
chill, Lenin, Franklin Roosevelt, crowned King of kings and Lord eant-at-armsat the Republican supervisors at their meeting Wedgeneous, with one race and one re- nounce the birth of a boy last
a sweetheart neckline, long sleeves p.m the Ladies Bible Mission
Sun Yat-Sen. and Henry Ford.)
of lords. His administrationon National convention to be held in nesday to increase the rate of ligion. Although the government
and pearlized leaves down the guild of Third Christian Reformed
In all such Jsts of the "ten earth was beginning. To enable Chicago on June 7. The appoint- hoarding prisoners from 30 to
is a constitutional monarchy, a
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jones front of the bodice.The skirt and church will entertain the Ladies
gitatest” there is always a foot it to begin the Comforter had ment was received through 40 cents, as 30 cents would not
labor government has been in were recent guests at the home long train was accented with lace societiesof First Christian Rechance that the greatest has been come. The word in the original Charles B. Warren, the Michigan pay for the food used.
power many years. In education, of Mis. Jones’ mother, Mrs. Hat- panels. She wore a fingertip veil formed church, North Street
left out. There is always a possi- Greek signifies one who stands member of the Republican NaA horse belonging to R. Baker state functions, social reforms,
tie Crissman of Hopkins.
held in place with a satin band ChristianReformed church and
bility that future time will ignore by the side of another to uphold
tional committee.
of Waverly became frightened on housing and general culture,Sweall the candidates, or delegate him. This is the figure of strength
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thompson decorated with pearlized leaves, Third Christian Reformed church.
After figuring up the cost of East Eighth St. Monday, slipped den is about 20 years ahead of the
them to minor positions, and insist that we need.
and two children of Burnips have and carried a bouquet of white The hev. Henry Bruinooge, misthe high school tennis court, now and broke a leg.
rest of the world, she quoted the
of. nominating the ma.i nobody
sionary in China, will speak on
We feel faint and weak but in process of construction,it was General Mackenzie, chieif of en- author. She explainedthe co-op- moved to their home this week in roses.
knows. Chancellor Hutchins would there is One who holds us up. found that the sum exceeded the gineers. has made an allotment
The bridesmaid. Miss Esther "China Today” and will show
Lake City. They formerly had
eratives— "democracyat its very
himself be the first to admit that
Lampen, wore a blue taffeta gown colored pictures.
planned to move to Grayling.
While on Pentecoat there were fund set aside by the school board of $30,000 for the improvement of best."
a [contemporary selection is alwith a short white veil and carThe Second Reformed church
many miracles which we do not for that purpose, began a story in Grand Haven harbor.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
P.
U.
Nelways extremely unsafe, that the see today, the permanent element the Tuesday, May 16. issue. The George Kortelirvg of Chicago "The Swedish Social Democrats son of Burnips had as their call- ried a mixed bouquet. Linda Lam- parlors was the scene of a mispractice what we (the United
chance is great that someone now
in the coming of the Spirit is cost was at first estimated at and Miss Jeanette Kollen of Over- States), want the world to under- ers, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Twin- pen, flower girl, also wore a blue sionary meeting last Tuesday
anonymousmay loom up in- futtaffeta gown and carried a bas- evening. The meeting was open to
Isel
have
been
granted
a
marriage
this assistance in the life of every $100, but it is found to be nearer
stand we believein," she said. The ing and children at their home ket of rose petals.
ure ages as the greatest man or
the congregationand was sponlicense.Both ar* graduate* of
Oiristian.One promise to all who $175.
last
week.
author made clear that the Swe• woman of our time.
Don Knoll assistedthe groom as sored by the Mubesheraatsociety.
Hope college.
acctpt Oirist is this gift of the
The
recent
election
in
LakeMr. and Mrs. Herbert Kline- best man/
If a list of the "ten greatest"
Mrs David De Bruyn, president,
A Sunday school has been es- dish government has been able to
had been made in the Greek world Holy- Spirit. The apostles, and a town township on the $36,000 bond tablishedat Montellopark. Meet- do so much for the country be- steker of Grand Rapids were SatA reception for 50 guests was opened the meeting and Bernard
few
upon
whom
they
laid their for good roads was carried in
cause they have had peace for 135 urday evening and Sunday guests held at Styx hall. The room was
400 years B. C. there is not the
Veneklasen conducted the devoing* will be held at the home of
slightest chance that Socrates hands had power to perform favor of the proposition and now Mr. and Mrs. George Fransworth, fears. The one great menace to at the home of their relatives, Mr. decorated in blue and white.
tional service.Special music was
physical
miracles,
but
every
one
of
from
the
township
clerk
comes
would have been given even tenth
their way of life at the present and Mrs. Jonathan Klinesteker
Out-of-townguests were Mrs. supplied by Stanley De Pree who
starting next Sunday.
place. Today anyone drawing up us can have just as much of the the news that the bond has been
time is the proximity of Commu- and two sons, Jimmy and Bobby Raymond Santschi and family, Mr.
sang "Open My Eyes." He was
S.
Reidsma
and
daughter,
Evesuoh a list could not possibly Spirit to assist us in living right sold to the Detroit Trust Co. at lyn left Tuesday after a couple nist Russia, she explained.
of Burnips.
and Mrs. Robert Santschi and accompaniedby Mrs. £>e Pree.
and
keeping
true
to
Christ
as
the
4i
per
cent
interest.
leave him out; he would be given
Mrs. Clyde Geerlings, who preMr. and Mrs. Abe Commissaris family, Miss Eileen Bondi of IlliThe Rev. Joseph Esther, who
The Federation of Men’s Adult weeks' visit here with friends sided, gave a mid-year appraisal and family had visitors at their
either first place or a place near apostles had.
nois and Miss Louise Williamsof spent several years as missionary
They
will
visit
the
world’s
fair
at
In
studying
fellowship
in
the
Bible
classes
of
the
city
Monday
to the top. He was not anonyof club activities, listing some of home in Burnips recently.
Grand Rapids.
St. Louis. Mo., and then return
of the Reformed church in China,
mous to his contemporaries, but early church we should have a evening held their quarterly meet- to Hot Springs, Ark.
the accomplishmentsof the active
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Howard
Mr. and Mrs. Williams left on was speaker. He cited several infor purposes of greatness he was dear idea of what is meant by ing in the Fourth Reformed
civic health, hospital, education of Burnips were callers at the a wedding trip across the Straits stances showing enthusiasm of
the term, and we should begin church, about 300 being present. Thomas Watson of Olive Cent- and philanthropy committees. She home of the latter'sgrand"a man nobody knew."
and into northern Michigan. Upon
er, who was a delegate to the reOr take a still more striking where fellowshipsttrts and follow Grant M. Hudson of Lansing ad- cent K. O. T. M. conventionat said that the board of directors mother, who is seriously ill after their return they will live at Port native Chinese Christians.He
said that communism is a great
it
in
its
ever
widening
circles.
dressed
the
group.
example. If such a list had been
this month is paying off $300 on suffering a stroke at her home in Sheldon.
foe to Christianity.The program
made up in the year 50 A.D. in- Fellowship is a New Testament Monday was honor day at Zee- Battle Creek, won a 40 acre farm the club house mortgage.
Bentheim.
as the reward for getting new
was followed by a social hour and
stead of in 1950 A.D. by any- word. The root meaning of the land, the whole city joined the
Next Tuesday the club will
Mrs. Sarah Sheridan and daughrefreshments served by members
one in the Roman Empire who word is to have things in com- high school studentsin celebrat- members for the Maccabee lodge. meet at 8 p.m. for the annual ter. Lucretia. and Mr. and Mrs. Public Servant Endorses
The
farm
is located in Midland
of the Mubesheraat society.
had a standing comparable to mon. share and share alike. It is ing the victory that Miss Anna De
county and has no buildings,but guest night program. Paul Bag- Aaran Schoolman and daughters Erection of Resthaven
that of ChancellorHutchins in a mutual interest in and love for Haan brought to Zeeland high
Mr. Watson received an offer of well of Michigan State college roturned to their home WednesAmerica today, the name of Jesus certain things which bring people school when she won first place
day evening after spending several
$1,000 for it before he left Battle will be the speaker.
would not have been found in it. together.
in declamations at the district
days at the home of relatives in
He was at that time almost liter- These Christians Had a common contest held in St. Joseph Friday Creek.
Indiana.
Monday
the senior class of the Mist Hilda Veenhoven
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
ally "the man nobody knows." a faith and a common salvation. evening.
Mr and Mrs. Boerman of Burhigh school presented to the high
Bert J. Gebben and Harvey H.
title that Bruce Barton has given Fellowshipmeans friendship in
Born to Mr. and Mrs. James school department a life size bust Honored at Shower
nips had callers at their home
Hop are in Chicago this week to
to;him. Yet today, in the Hutchins the best sense of the word. It Overbeek, 305 West 17th St., a
Thursday afternoon.
of Washington.Miss Bernice Takattend the furnitureand floor covlist, he is made the measure of means mutual understanding, girl.
Miss Hilda Veenhover was
Mr. and Mrs Harry Fleser of
ken made the prseentation speech
ering show.
great men in the past two thous- trust, sympathy, responsibility Miss Marceline Deto has returnand Supt. J. E. Clark responded. guest of honor at a miscellaneous Grand Rapids were visitors at the
Exchange club members will
and years.
and purpose. Christianity is es- ed from Florida where she spent
John Masselink. who graduated shower given Tuesday night at home of the former's parents, Mr.
meet at the Warm Friend Tavern
There is a great possibility that sentiallya fellowship.But it does the winter.
from the medical department of the home of Mrs. John Veenhoven. and Mrs. Bill Fleser of Burnips
Monday noon. The Rev. Paul E.
the Hutchins list, or any other not begin and end in material
One of the chicken hatcheries the University of Michigan with 826 Pa\y Paw Dr. Assisting the on Sunday.
Hinkamp is in charge of the meetlist of its kind, does not contain
things, nor is it limited to our on the Poole farm on Lake Shore the class of 1904, will open his hostess were Mrs. Edwin Redder.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith had
ing. New members, Judson Leonthe name of the man whom the fellow men. The opportunities we
drive burned down Sunday, the office in Zeeland as physician and Mrs. Simon Piersma and Mrs. callers at theT home in Burnips
people of 5(>0 years hence will have for fellowship are almost beard and Gerrit Vanden Bos, will
fire being caused by an overturn- surgeon in the near future. Zeel- Jack Veen.
one day last week.
name the greatest.
be welcomed.
yond our comprehension.
ed stove. About 300 chicks were and Record.
Games were played and prizes
The prayer and praise service
The Rev. James Wayer left toWe have a fellowship with God destroyed.
were
awarded
winners.
RefreshDr. Andrew Gansevoort of Chiof the Burnins Methodist church
day
for Racine, Wis., where he
in
the
salvation
of
men.
God
loves
50fr Allegan Firms Lose
Henry Mulder was surprised cago and Miss Kate Ten Houten ments were served.
was held on Wednesday. Jan. 4,
will preach Sunday at First Rethe world and He wants men to Monday evening at his home on of this city were married WednesInvited guests were the Mes- in the home of the Rev. and Mrs.
formed church, his former parish.
Exclusive Name Rights
be reconciled to Him. His love for East 14th St. by
party of day afternoon at the home of the dames John Heidema, George Earl J. Stine of Burnips.
Kenneth J. Weller, member of
the world is heard in the voices friends, the occasion being his bride's parents. Mr and Mrs. T. Heidema. George Heidema. Ralph
The Salem Township Fire deAllegan (Special) — About 500
the Economics department at
of the prophets. They shared His birthday.
Veenhoven.
Henry
Veenhoven,
Ten Houten, corner Pine and 14th
partment members held their
business firms in Allegan County
Hope college, has been elected to
travail. They called it the burden
Nick Polich, Gilbert Heidema, meeting Tuesday evening, Jan. 3*
G J. Diekcma has received an St.
have -lost the exclusiveright to
membership in Beta Gamma Sigof the Lord. They lived and lab- invitation to the Roosevelt banHerbert Kunkle, Jerry Van Dyke.
in the firehouse in Burnips.
th?ir_businessnames, according to
ma, national business honorary
ored for Him and with Him. Paul quet to be given by the Detroit
Andrew
Hoogendoorn,William The Youth Fellowshipof the
County Clerk Esther W. Hettinfraternity. Notificationof the
carried this burden. His heart’s Athletic club Friday evening and
Hoogendoorn.Lester Johnson. Alger. “
Market Street Methodistand the
membershipcame to Weller
Rep. Henry Geerlings
bert Van Naarden, Fre4 Van
desire and prayer for Israel was has accepted.
Burnips Metnodist group held
According to state law, persons
through a letter from the presiNaarden,
Marinus
Zonze.
RayThe
movement
afoot
to
build
that they migfrt be saved. Peter
A contract has been entered into
their bi-monthly meeting Weddoing business under assumed
Resthaven,a home for aged men dent of the organization.
mond Weyschede, Earnest Loowas laboring under this burden by the publicitycommittee of the
names were required to file cerThe regular monthly meeting of
man, Peter Veen, Klaas Veen, nesday Jan. 4 in the basement of and women in Holland, was enwhen he went up to the housetop Chamber of Commerce to advertificates by Dec. 21 to protect
Several projects for the spring
doreed today by Rep. Henry Geer- the Ottawa County District NurJohn Van Null, Louis Uildriks, the Burnips Methodistchurch.
to commune with God. It is doubt- tise Holland. The Chicago Daily
their company titles. Only about
term were announced at the Jun- Dale Uildcjks, Peter De Vries,
Lester Brower and Earl Stine lings, former mayor and public ses association will be held Monful if anyone can have a fruitful News, one of the largest circulat230 returnedthe legal forms.
presided at the business meeting.
ior Welfare League meeting Tuesday at 8 p.m. in Holland hosCarl
Pedersen,
Richard
Badgers,
servant for many years.
ministry unless he has fellowship ed papers in the city of Chicago,
Pernaps 600 or TOO of the busiday night. Next week will be JunMr. and Mrs. Dwight Simmons Geerlingssaid, "This program pital. The program will include a
Arthur Kunkle, Cornelius Dbnze,
with God.
will
advertise
Holland
and
its
reness names on tile in the clerk’s
ior Welfare League Week at s Ben De Witt and Kenneth Cook of Burnips had as their visitors,
should receive the endorsementof chalk talk by Miss Esther Everse.
It is an inspiring fact that sorts in several issues during the
office are no longer in use, or replocal furniture store and Mrs. and the Misses Lucille and Gladys their children and grandchildren, our citizens. These people, who in Mr. Harrell, from the Mead-Johnmore attention is now being given summer, which will reach several
resent several interested persons,
Mikula was named chairman.
Uildriks.Wilma Hoogendoorn and Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Simmons their productive years have helped son Co., will speak on "Proteins."
Mrs: Hettinger .explained. But to Pentecost‘as s special day in million readers.
and family.
The
Tulip Time project this the guest of honor.
Orland Haugen, superintendent
to make our city what it is today
the church then ever before. It
The high school Boys and Girls’ year will be the making of Dutch
there still remains mahy who didMr. and Mrs. Keith Hyde and and have paid thousandsof dol- of the Swan Creek conservation
apparentlycame into prominence Glee club will present the musical
n’t respond.Unless their certificostume patterns for children of
children entertained relatives at lars in taxes, deserve our respect station, will appear at the Kisome twenty years ago w-hen the comedy "Bulbul," on Friday, May
cates are filed, other businesses
grade school age, it was decided.
their home in Burnips on Monday
and consideration. These elderly wanis club, meeting Mnoday at
churches throughout the world 26, in the high school. The cast
may use the same name.
afternoon.
"Rumpelstiltskin" was chosen as
citizens ought to be relievedof 6:15 p.m. in the Warm Friend
joined in the 1900th anniversary includes Hazel Kuhl, Harold
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
the play to be given in April It
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Alward df every anxiety. By their efforts Tavern. He will give a talk and
of the founding of the church. As Lage, Arthur Smith, Maybelle
Mrs. Augusta Ebmeyer of Bur- Hudsonville were visitors at the
will be cast and directed by
schools have been established; show slides on Allegan forest and
Mrs. Jessie Van Haitsma
we look back with profit to the Mulder, Marion Sywassink, Nor- League members.
nip* entertained a visitor at her home of their relatives,Mr. and
churches have been built; count- the work on the conservation debirth of Jesus at the Christmas man Simpson, SylvesterPaulus,
On Feb. 7, Miss Esther Middle- home on Sun-lay afternoon.
Mrs. Wayne Alward and family of less improvementshave been partment
Dies at Vriesland Home .
season, so we ought to find in an Bert Posthumus.
wood. representative of the state
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Raab had Burnips.
Zeeland (Special)— Mrs. Jessie observance of Pentecost the
made.”
Directorsof the school for mental health department, will visitorsat their home a day last
Mr. and Mrs. William Moomey
Vah Haitsma. 73. wife- of Cor- aources of our apiritualpower.
Geerlings said Resthaven will
Christianinstruction have com- speak to the group.
week.
had visitors at their home a provide a home for those who Catholic Study
nelius Van Haitsma. died Friday
We all must agree that we need pleted arrangements for a high
There
will
be
no
League
meetMr.
and
Mrs.
Millard
Teed
and
day last week.
afternoonat her home, two mile* this strength, and all of us ought
have reached the age of 60 and Has Regular Meeting
school course in September. ing next
. •
family'had guests at their home
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Simmons over. "Holland peeds this .home
'southeast of Vriesland. Mrs. Van to enlarge our vision of Christian
Plans are complete for a new four
in Burnips on Sunday afternoon. of Burnips moved into the downHaitsma had returned home from living so as to become stronger
Members of the St. Christopher
and it can become a reality if we
room brick and stone building to
. The Burnips Parent-Teacherstown apartmenton Monday evenZeeland hospital Friday morning. each day. IJ is not enough to adsupport the sponsors of this move- Study club of St. Francis de Sales
be used for high school purposes. Boamtm-Ficek Betrothal
associationwas- held Tuesday ing which was vacated by Mr. and ment,” he added.
.She also had been a patient at mire spiritualvigor in others. We
jphurch met Wednesday evening at
B. J. Bennfnk will continue as Announced by Parents
evening in the school house at 8 Mrs. Clyde Thompson and family.
Holland hospitalfor treatment of must seek to have U for ourthe home of Miss Billie Nells,
superintendent and M. Fekkema,
o’clock Mrs. Wilmer Howard proThe Rebekan lodge of Burnips
a Ifg injurj . sustained three weeks selves. Wonderful events took
route 2, for their regular semia graduate of Ann Arbor univerMr. and Mrs. Harry V. .Bou- sided at the business meeting. ^ held its meeting Tuesday evening, Deadline. Jan. 10
ago in a iall.
monthly session. A religiousdisplace on Pentecost and what pow- sity, has been engaged as princiman, West 40th 5t., announce the
Mr. and -Mrs. Pale Moomey and Jan. 3, in the IOOF hall in BurAllegan. (Special)— A total of cussion was conducted during tht
Surviving beside* the husband er was manifested through the pal.
engagement of their daughter, daughter,Sandra, were enter- nips.
$87,044 in taxes had been col- evening. Refreshmentswere servare two sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Anna apostles whom Christ had left bePreparation* for the great aemi- Mary Jean, to Rudolph Ficek of tained Sunday at the home of
Mrs. Walter Smith and Miss lected by New Year's day, County ed by the hostess.The next meetWitvliet of Vriesland and Mrs. Rl- hind when He returned to heaven.
oentennial pageant to be given at Chicago. Both Miss Bouman and their parents and grandparents. Naomi Nelson of Burnips spent
TreasurerJames Boyce reparted. ing has been scheduled for Jan. 18
ka Witvliet of Zeeland, also sev- It ought to be our aim and desire Hope college on June 17 and 19
Mrs. Ficek are missionaries in Mr. and Mrs. Chauncy Parker last week Tuesday in Grand Rap- Township and city penaltiesstart at the home of Mrs. Frank
eril nieces and nephews.
to discover all the possible means are nearing completion after a Brazil
and family of Burnips.
ids.
Jan. 10.
Schwarz, 231 West 23rd SL
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Holland High Wins

Home Game

First

By Scant Margin
Ken Schippers Scores

NEWS

THURSDAY, JANUARY

11,

HM

especiallyHolland, were popping
them in from the edge of the foul
circle with uncanny accuracy.

Artistic Work

The

lead teetered back and
forth until a few minutes before
the half when the Tigers stretch-

At Flower

Ice Tilt (or Locals
With the score standing at 4847 in Holland's favor and one minute left in the game, Forward
Ken Schippers calmly stepped to
the foul line and flipped in two
«hot* to make the score 50-47
Benton Harlior made a token foul
shot with two secoods left in the
game, but it was all over. Holland
had won, courtesy Ken Schippers

The nip and tuck game was
played before a jammed packed
crowd at the Armory. Friday
night.
It was the first

home showing
for Coach Mai Mackay's team,
which had played seven games
before Friday's tussle. Holland, by
squeezing out the victory, boosted its season record to three wins
in eight starts.
And the home-town folks were
treated to a rousing game and a
thrill-packedfinish.
The Dutch car credit their victory to accurate foul shooting.
Holland cashed in 22 out of 32
tries. Schippers made eight out of
ten. Dale Van Dorple six out of
seven. Tim Beerthuis four out of
six and Willard Kramer three out
of four.

only 12 out of 25 tries.
Both teams started strong and
wound up at the end of the first
canto with the score knotted at
14-all. Players from both sides,

Shop

The parsonage
progress.

Repair

All

.Kinds

Of Leaky Roofs!
We'll recover old roofs
like new . . . install new
ones reasonably. Estimates furnished prompt!>•

MOOI

Tops In the Bulck line for 1950 full taper-through of the front
in the ktately Roadmaster itx pas- fenders, the wrap-around bumpsenger sedan. Inches' shorter than ers, spacious trunk and the narIts' predecessor,the car has a row rpar quarter panel permitting
more powerful engine, a completethe rear window to come well
ly new body and features a onepiece curved windshield. Note the around to the side providing bet-

Michigan Chemical Plans

RUBEROID PRODUCTS
29 East 6th Street

ia

Circuit Court

goals and eight charity tosses Modernization Program
John Stevens, ace Tiger guard,
A program of modernization
came next with 16.
For Holland. Center John Kruid and expansion of facilities was
and Guard Dale Van Dorple were announced today by Michigan
outstanding on defense.
Miss Rae Schut of Hudsonville
Grand Haven (Special)— OarChemical Corp., St. Louis, Mich.,
Box score:
manufacturerof industrial.- phar- once A. Lokaer and Daniel Ten was a Sunday visitor of Miss LorKG FT TP maceutical and agriculturalchem- Cate, were the attorneys from
Benton Harbor (48)
raine Bekins.
4 icals and household specialties.
Appleget. f .................. 2 0
Holland who were in Grand HaMr. and Mrs. Herman Berens
5 This program ia being financed
De Haven, f ............ ... 1 3
ven Monday afternoon attending'
7
Michael, c
.................. 3 1
partly by a loan of $1,100,000 the opening of the January term and family and Mr. and Mr*.
.... 5 1
11 from the Reconstruction Finance
Reidel, g ...................
of the Ottawa Circuit court. The James Berens and children enjoyStevens, g .................. ... 6 4 16
'
term is expected to be light, since ed a turkey dinner recentlyat the
0
Brannock. f ...................0 0
This loan will be employed to it followsclosely on the November home of Mr. and . Mrs. George
4
Hahn,
....................... 1 2
modernizethe facilities lor manu- term which has just terminated. Riemersma near Zeeland.
1
BeAining,f ....................... 0 1
facturing heavy industrialchemiLarry Barnes is still confined
A motion asking the court to
cals such as salt and calcium- dirAM a verdict of "no cause for in Buttenvorth hospitalbut l*
Totals .......................... 18 12 48 magnesium chloride and will also
action" in ttie case of William L. making rapid progress towardi repermit the retirement of debent- Stribley. former Grand Haven covery
KG KT TP ures and an increase in working
Holland (SO)
Chamber of Commerce secretary, Student Donald Weemhof con22
Schippers, f ................... 7 8
capital
against the Burnside Manufactur- ducted sen ices in the Reformed
9
.....
3
4
Beerthuis, f
...........
Another part of the program is ing Co., ot Spring Lake, will be church Sunday. He was a dinner
0 an intensivestudy of other plant
Armstrong, c ................... 0 0
guest at the home of Mr and Mrs.
n operations. Investigationsof pro- heard Jan. 12. Too case was heard
0
Tasma.
................ 0
Dec.
30.
1949.
at
which
time
a David Vereeke.
......
3
6
12
Van Dorple. g .........
cess and product improvementare jury was unable to agree. Stribley
Mission society meets Wednes0
Eggers. f ....................... o n
under way for some time and are
sought $49,722 in commissionshe day at the home of Mrs. Gerrit
Kramer, g .......................1 3
5
continuing.
claimed were due from the de- Huyser. The roll call is a text on
Kruid. c ....................
...... 0
1
1
Products from the plant are
Mrs. Jelsma is in charge
Doolittle, g ................
0 0 0 sold by the Michigan Salt Co., fendant company, which allegesit "Faith,"
had no contract with Stribley as of the mission topic on "Arabia.''
wholly owned subsidiaryof MichiMr. and Mrs. John Baron and
to commissions or anything else
Totals ..............................
14
gan Chemical.
grandchildren
of Holland called on
and that Stribley was hired on a
Mr. and Mrs. W. Barnes and Mr*.
salary basis, plus expenses.

Calendar Light

old Ferris, route 4, Allegan, for
$368.16 damage* to his car. on a
county road.
He claims he was involved In
an accident on a w^«ti-out which
was in the process of repair but
which was not posted.

FRED’S CAR LOT
Reconditioned and

ROAD

Beaverdam

.....

....'.

Corp.

g

(

SERVICE

Guaranteed Used Cars

STANDARD

—

Greasing

Simonizmg
M-21 and Woverly Road
Phones 66360 and

No Price Change

Haan Motor

67221

•

Solos

HUDSON DEALER
V W

ForNewModek
Detroit — Chrysler Corp. an
nounced today that 1950 Plymouth* will be offered at prices
unchanged from those of corresponding 1949 models. The new

9th

It

root

Phono 7242

LUBRICATION

m-

CAR WASHING

Plymouth*, representingthe great- j
est values in Plymouth’shistory. |
go on display in all Plymouth j Cara Call** Por and Oallvarod
dealer ahowrooms throughoutthe
United States on Thursday.
According to D. S. Eddins. president of th* Plymouth divisionof
SUPER SERVICE
Chrysler Corp. in those prices
Don Hartgerlnk — Harm Blok
Plymouth is absorbing the current
Phona 7777
increase in manufacturing cost* 129 W 9th
.......
arising from added value andi
streamlined appearance as well aa
the higher price* of steel and
som* other raw material*.
Released
Driver-Training Car
The case of the 20th Century C. Bekins last Tuesday.
Factory retail price* at factory
Mr. and Mrs. Herm Berens and
Because of lack of evidence, a
Footwear Co . against Donald
in Detroit, not including federal
Okayed
lor
Saugatuck
case against Elwin Link of ChiCook has been scheduled Feb 17. family.Gerrit Hungerink and Mr. and local taxea for the 1930 Ply"OUR BEST MOTOR OIL
cago. charged with larceny of an
Feb. 16 the ca>c of George Leslie and Mrs Wesley Hungerink and mouth models are:
Detroit— The Saugatuck Public
daughters
of
Grand
Rapids
spent
outboard motor, was dismissed at
Dunn vs. Andries R Stcketee will
Deluxe 3-passenger coupe. $1,- 2 Gallon
an evening last week with Mr. 295; deluxe suburban. $1,710; dean examinationin Justice C. C school's application for a dual- be
control driver-trainingcar for use
and Mrs. Irving Hungerink in luxe 2-door sedan. $1,410; deluxe
Wood's court Friday afternoon.
in a new driver-trainingcourse
Vriesland.
Link, formerly of Muskegon, was
club coupe, $1,435; deluxe 4-door
was today approved by both AutoMr. and Mrs. Alfred Bouman sedan, $1,465; apecial deluxe club
arrested earlier in the week and
mobile Club of Michiganand Amcalled
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
was held in city jail, unable to
coupe, $1,515; special deluxe 4erican Automobile association
Dnesenga and family Sunday af- door sedan, $1,540: specialdeluxe
SUPER SERVICE *
provide $3,000 bond.
DeliVery of the new Chevrolet car
ternoon.
convertible
coupe,
$1,875;
and
he made about Jan. 31 to L.
Michigan Avanuo and tlth It
A group of relativessurprised special deluxe station wagon, $2,A preventablefire breaks out will
H. Waugh, superintendent of
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Doorneweerd
! every 20 seconds, in the U.S.
245.
schools in Saugatuck, by M. V.
at their home at 136 West 33rd
Schrock.Holland dealer.
A basketball headliner is sched- St.. Holland, on Friday evening
Saugatuck public school will beuled tonight at the Arnidry be- Dec. 30. to heln them celebrate Twt Local Men
come the 231st school in Michigan
tween the Holland American Le- their 25th wedding anniversary
to offer the course. Michiganr\ow
gion team and the Niles Legion- which occured on Dec. 31. Includ- To Legion Committees
leads the nation in driver-trained in the group were their parnaires.
ing. American AutomobileassociaTwo Holland men have been
Pete's Barbecue will host Gear ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Lappention records show.
named on American Legion atat*
More than 250 driver-training Sheet Metal Works of Kalamazoo ga; also Mr. and Mrs. John Ga- and national committees.
in the prelim at 6:30 p m.
llon. Mr and Mrs. Arnold Lapcars will be distributed to MichiJohan Nyhof was named to the
Niles appearedin Holland twice penga, Mr. and Mrs. Don Lapgan high schools in the 1949-50
national committee on veterans
last season and floored an im- iwnga. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wise
school year, Auto club announcpreference and A. E. Van Lente
and Jim Doorneweerd. Mr. and
pressive team
ed.
was selected on the state legion
The visitors emerged as state Mrs. John Steffens all of Holland;
Michigan Veterans Facility comlegion champions after a tourna- Adolph Hoving and son of ChiSandwich-Soda Bar
mittee.
License Restored
ment at the end of the 47-48 sea- cago. A gift was presentedthe
IRON and METAL CO
III Rlvor Avo.
The
appointments were anGrand Haven (Special)
An son and are going great gun* so honored couple, and a two-course
120 River Ave.
nounced by R. Gerald B irr, Port
PHONE 7997 .
operator's licensehas beeR restor- far this season.
lunch was served. Another party
Huron, Michigan legion commaned to Charles Gray, 27, route 1,
Between halves of the mam go celebrating the date was held FriNunica, "for business purposes tonight,two National Guard Jun- day afternoon, Jan. 6, when Mrs. der.
only" by Circuit 'Judge Raymond ior league team* will go at it in John L-ippenga entertained at her
L Sid tii. Petition for restoration ah abbreviated game lor the ben- home the aunts of the Doorne- Mercury Ls the smallest of the
major planet* of the sun.
of the license was served Dec. 5. efit of .s|*ectator.s.
weerds. Present were Mrs. Mattie
Come Over and See Our
[Gray pleaded guilty Aug. 27, 1919.
Holland legion is seeking its Klomparens, Mrs. Ben Stegir.k
I to a drunk driving charge and
fifth win of the season. So far, and Mrs. Arthur Slag, all of HolSelection
foil'll Glory In
paid $100 fine and costs, and serv- Besteman's Produce of Grand land; Mrs. Harry Bowman of
RECONDITIONEDand
i ed 15 days in the county jail. The
V*ur Walla
Rapids is the only team to defeat Beaverdam.Refreshments were
GUARANTEED
| restrictedlicense was
restored on the locals.
served by the hostess and her
Dutck-Kraft
his claim that he needs a car for
daughter. Mrs John Galien. A gift
transportation to and from work
was presented. Mrs.
Lubbers
in Grand Haven.
and Mrs. M. Vliem were unable
to attend.
Sensational now oil iaso Mint
There are 171 U.S national
that covers ovor any aurfaea In
881 Lincoln
Phone 9210
parks, having a combined total
ona ooat Orlaa in t hours.
Griswold Building
area of 20J4 million acres.
.

BRAKE SERVICE

li’n

tkf "iorurs" In

...

I

H.

;

&

RUN-DOWN ROOFS

B.

Holum

tt

Man

Ready Roofins

Phones 9051

-

Eve 66734

MERCURY MADE

Can

$1.59

.

HARRISON’S

Whathar eafora or

Niles Tonight

noon. *n|oy our oonvonlanV

Named

MATERIALS

ly located Biar Kaidar for
your favoriteoaar or wlno.

Open

11:00

A.M

night

HADS

Louis Padnos

after 'th*

thaatr*. or for a sandwich at

SCRAP

PHONE 3826

PRODUCTS

OIL

Washing

COMPLETE SERVICE

ALWAYS BUYING

ROOFINC CO.

Mayor

fresh flowers which arrive charge of Mrs. Jennie Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mills and
at the flower shop three or four
times a week. The Warm Friend son were caller*at the home of
Flower shop greenhouse la locat- their parents and grandparents.
ed at 196 West 29th St. John Mol- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mills, and son
ter rear vision for the driver.Aria
Bobby and daughter, Miss MariTer Haar of Ter Haar Ante Ca. enaar Is grower there.
lyn Mills.
In addition to flowers and novis the local Bulck and Pontiac elty plants for garden dishes and
Finished manufacturesaccount
dealer. The showrooms and servloa planter lamps, beautiful Haeger
for 70 per cent of American exgarage are located at 159 East pottery also is sold at the shop.
Employes are Miss Shirley ports.
Eighth St.
Bontekoe and Mrs. Cora Prince.
Hours ar* 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
daily except on Wednesday, when
the shop is closed at noon.
Before moving to his present loMr. and Mis. Fred Berens were
cation on Washington Sq., Minamong guests at a birthdayin nema operated his flower shop In
honor of Ralph Schut at his home the Warm Friend Tavern for a
year.
All Makn
in Hudsonville Thursday night

Legion Hosts

GEO.

Allegan (Special) — Allegan's
Walter Kyes resigned his

last

from

g

Wt

As County Supervisor

Hill

week. *

Georg* Minnema owns and

Holland went on a 14-point
scoring spree in that third quarter and held the visitors to a mere
six points. That made the count
39-37 as the period ended.
Both sides moved cautiously in
the fourth period and the count
was 44-42 at the automatic timeout Schippers counted six points
for Holland after the autonfhticto
win the game.
Benton Harbor keenly felt the
lass of Forward Cliff Appleget
via the foul route early in the
third period and later Roger DeHaven in the fourth period. Both
were tall men and capable under
the boards.
Schippers wound up the evening
with 22 points to far outdistance
the closest rival for scoring honors. His total included seven field

By the same token. Benton Harbor might debit its loss to poor
foul shooting. The Tigers hiade

kins and children of Maple
had visitorsat their home

•

showing rapid post as county supervisor at th#
opening session of the January
The Perkins family plan to meeting Monday. Bert Person,
manages the Warm Friend Flower shop, located on WashingtonSq. move into the main part of the mayor pro-tem, was appointed to
Minnema, who has had 23 years’ house about Feb. 1.
The Women’* Missionaryas- his position and committee post*.
experience aa a florist, has been
sociation
of the Maple Hill United
The supervisors planned to disin business for five years. Shop
slogan ia "Styling That’a Differ- Brethren church which met all cuss insurance of county buildings
day, Friday, in the home of Mrs.
•nt."
during Tuesday’s meeting. Tli*
Complete flower arrangementsVem Salmon. The meeting began
road bridges and the claim/ com-'
for weddings are capably handled at 10 a.m. with a pot luck dinner
served
by
the
hosteaa
at
noon.
mittecs took under advisementa
by the shop owner and his employes. Artistic bouquets are made The business meeting was in claim presented in behalf of Har-

ed out front 31-25.
After the third period got underway, Holland didn't waste any
time in whittling down that lead.
The Dutch went ahead 32-31 be^>re the Tigers could count a field
seal.

Final Six Points to

Allegan Mayor Resigns

Hill
Done Maple
The Rev. and Mrs. Edgar Per-

until

mid

<

WARM

FRIEND

TAVERN

—

USED CARS

STEERING
SERVICE
The John Bean VISUALINER

Shows YOU whether your
car needs steering service
and helps US do a faster,
more accurate job of cor-

PETER

i

ELZIN6A I VOLKERS, Inc.

LINCOLN AVE.
GARAGE

G

only

Ukea

.

Michigan department of
the American Legion has made a

Say. 9t

Plan

With

.

WARM

FRIEND

WINTER LUBRICATION

FLOWERS

and a thorough

Geo. Mlnnema, owner

WashingtonSquare

ENGINE TUNE-UP
You'll got quick torvico horol

OTTAWA AUTO SALES
Decker Chevrolet, Inc.
Service Department2386
Holland, Mich.

12-14

W.

7th

Rt.

Phone 66578

DODGE •PLVmOUTH
DODGE Job-RatedTRUCKS

Starting

Monday, January

16th, Our Show Rooms
Will Be

OPEN UNTIL 9
EVERY

Roils

59

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL

9th

RESIDENTIAL

in'ColltJ*
auto — nu —

P.M.

MONDAY

FOR BEST RESULTS

,k**‘ 7’U
,.U5E

J

SHELLANE
The Modern Bottled Gas
for

POULTRY BROODING

VANDENBERG
SHELLANE
ROBERT BEUKEMA

I

It

Phona

2284

Holland. Mich.

vais said.

Spring and fall scrubbing will
to promote thrift and savings." I become the rule from now on, he
The committee resolved "that ‘ added. ------ ---- -- all veterans, receiving GI insurSome occupationsare particuance proceeds invest half of the
amount in U. S. savings bonds." larly apt to develop poor vision;
75 per ('em of all U.S. garment
workers have trouble.

—

ESPECIALLY V/HEN

IT'S

9 East 10th

St.

MaplR Grova Milk
PHONE

2937

Michigan Levels

Given for

December

The United States Lake Survey
reports the following mean stages
of Lakes Michigan and Huron tor
December. 1949, determinedtrom

ufI

East Ith

"The America.. Legion desires

' Phone 6422
Your Buick-PontiecDealer

STATE FARM INSURANCE GO’S.
ben VAN LENTK, Agent

M

upstairs floors, had washed all
er proportion to veterans"
"Sums invested in savings bonds the windows, and were cleaning
would be a splendid saving for and painting the boiler room. Seveach veteran and would provide eral days will be required to comhim with badly needed money , plete the housecleaning job, Beau-

TER HAAR AUTO CO* Lake
150 EAST 8TH ST.

With Sur. Iiuurane#

CONSTRUCTION

ing reservations
that present day inflated prices
Meanwhile,a crew of four had
and values will quickly disap|x-ar
without material benefit in prop- completed scrubbingand waxing

during more difficult times."

Used Car Lot Open
Every Night

ROBERT VI88CHER

Allegan (Special) — Mrs. Otto
h. as now secretary *t the
plea for veterans to invest half of Griswold building,will be availtheir national service life insurable by phone at the building
ance dividendsin United. States
j from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily for
savings bonds.
| making appointment to use the
At the mid-winter conterence
building’s facilities. City Manalast month in Lansing,the exi gcr Philip Beauvais announce*.
ecutive committee of the Legion
Under a new plan. Mr. and Mr*.
passed a resolution to urge such
Roush will be in charge of mainaction.
That resolutionpointed out taining the auditoriumand mak,

ESSENIUR6
ELECTRIC CO.
Wost
Bi Phono Mil

|

Drivt in for a comp/nf#

Ave.

Now Under New

The

FLOWERS

221 River

ENGINEERING

To Buy Bonds

a few mlnutea to

ALINER

GENERAL CONTRACTING

Aye.

check your wheel alignment
on the VISU

Woa-Kota

Veterans Urged

recting the trouble.
It

JOHN

daily readings of staff gauges:
Feet above mean tide at New
York. 578.28; change in stage from
Nevember to December,this year,
-.28; average since 1900. -.22; difference.from stage of December
last year., •1.04; 10-year mean.
-1.32; difference of -stage from
[Tow-water datum, -.22.
Low-water datum is the plane
to which depths on Lake Survey
charts are referred.
Based on. p^st records,monthly
mead levels for January are likely
to be 578.1 and not less than 5"8.
• Lakes Michigan-Huronare 2.68
feet below the high stage of December. 1918, and .80 foot above
the low stage of December, 1925.

M-21 Between Holland-Zeeland
Grand Coulee dam is the largest
structure ever built by man.
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Two Veterans
Killed in

in

Simple Servfce Here

In

” In Two-Car Accident
...Allegan (Special)— Two young
veterans were killed in an early
morning accident Sunday north
of Plainwell and five other young
men were injured,one critically.
The dead:
Beneldow Ward. 29, of Schoolcraft, a student at the Pine Lake

car.
In

serious condition in William
Crispe hospital,Plainwell,with a
-skull fracture.
-I'Charlels Schwander, 52, Way- land, a fractured jaw, in Allegan
. Health Center.
Steven Broravich, 25, of Inkster,
a student at the Pine Lake school,
and a passenger in the Loveday
.car. In Allegan Health Center

Kalamazoothe previous
The Dutch were missing

with minor injuries.
John D. Schrewder, 20, Way*
•land, driver of the second car;
Sonny Sutton, 17, Mlddleville,his
.passenger, were released after
treatment of minor hurta at
{jftjpae hospital.

Deputy Frank Uramkin. who
was called to the scene on the
!^arsh road shortly after the 1
a.m. accident, found both cars
’Wtally demolished and in the
ditch. His early investigationhad
•failedto reveal what had caused
the mishap, but it appearedboth
cars were traveling in the same
•direction a mile west* of the
4 Mirsh road and US-131 intersection. There was evidence the Loveday car had started to turn
'around to return to the highway.
• -Ward, a veteran of 32 months
"‘service with the Army engineers
in Europe during the war, died en
' route to the hospital. He was believed to have received a broken
neck.
He was taking a business educa'tlon course at the school since
, March, 1949. A disabled veteran

injury, he

served in the Army from August,
"•1942, to November, 1945.
Loveday entered the business
educationcourse in July, 1949.
He died in Borgess hospital, Kalimazoo, where he was taken when
his condition was found critical.
He had a broken leg. broken jaw,
and skull fracture, plus possible
^internal injjuries.
Brozovich, 35. an arm amputee
and Marine corp veteran, is also
a business education student. Although he was expected to be discharged from the hospital today,
he had been unable to describe
-the events leading up to the accident by Sunday afternoon.
’ Schrewder,who drove the sec'ond car, told Officer Uramkin he
'didn'tsee the Loveday car. Sheriff Louis Johnson said the inves<tj£ation would continuetoday.
f“ Three other fatalities were reported in the state:
Willie Cofieid. 15, Willow Run
village was killed when he lost
cohtrol of his speeding car after
slamming on his brakes to avoid

plowing into the automobile in

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard T. Rosendahl, Jr.
(Bulford photo)
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard T. Rosen- a corsage of yellow roses.
A reception for 50 guests was
dahl, Jr., are living at 312 West
held in the parish house of First
21st St, following their recent
Christian Reformed church, Zeelmarriage here. The bride is the and. Mr and Mrs. John Hamper
Kathleen Jelgersma, of Grand Haven were master and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Martin mistressof ceremonies. Misses

former

T. Jelgersma,288 Lincoln Ave., Marguerite and Edith Hamper,
Zeeland, and the groom is the son aunts of the bride, were in charge
of Mr. and Mrs. Beranrd T. Ros- of the gift room.
endahl, Sr., 312 West 21st St.
Serving the guests were the
The double ring ceremony was Misses Eleanor Bareman, Norma

performed Dec. 15 at 5 p.m. in Piers, Norraine Kraai, Alma
the parsonageof First Reformed Zwagerman and PhyllisLanguis.
church. Holland. The Rev. BasThe table was decoratedwrith
tian Kruithof read the- service be- pine branches tied with red bows,
fore the fireplacein the presence white tapers and a three tiered
of the parents of the bride and wedding cake.
groom.
For their wedding trip to upper
Attending the couple were Mrs. Michigan. Mrs. Rosendahl wore
Julius Johnson and Edward De her wedding suit with a light polo
Jonge.
coat.
The bride wore a tailored pinThe bride is a graduate of Holcheck sharkskin auit with navy land Christian high school and is
blue accessories, white gloves and employed at Stallkamp’s,Zeeland.
a corsage of American Beauty The groom attended Holland high
roses. IVlrs. Johnson wore an apri- school and is an employe of Michicot suit with navy accessoriesand gan Express. '

jvJohn Okrasinski,67. died

in

••Jackson Sunday from injuries suffered when he was hit by a car
driven by his son-in-law, Stanley
-Balavitz.
•“ Joseph Morris, 80. Detroit, was
- )»€ victim of a hit and run driver
•Saturday.

license Sales
Reported Slow
Sales of 1950 car licenseplates
are lagging in Holland.
Personnel at the local office
urge car owners to buy now and
avoid waiting in line at the last
minute. Deadline is March 1.
7* 'Of the 14,500 plates available,
only 1,865. or one-tenth have been
•sold. This figure is about 600
ahead of the same date one year
-ago. However, in 1948 license

plate sales didn't begin until
De<\ 27. They went on sale Dec. 1,
-1949.

'"’The office announces it will
stay open during noon hours to
help boost sales.

Toy Campaign
Ends Friday

of feloniousassault upon Mik<
Paul, route 2* Grand Haven, on
Aug. 30. The alleged assault in
which Borck hit Paul on the head
wifh a

shots,

hammer

followed an argu-

ment over a line fence between
property owned by Paul and
Borck's son, Charles. The injury
required several stitches.
When asked if he knew any reason why sentenceshould not be
passed, Borck said, T don't know
of any except that 1 am not guilty.”
first five Hope senior pre medics have received the new* of
their appointments to medical schools from Dr. Teunls Vergeer, head
of the Hope college biology department. They are (left to right):
Gerard Gnade. Holland: Dr. Vergeer. Gerald Van Arendonk,Harri-

The

•

ton. S. D.; Jacob Wolterbeek. the Hague, Netherlapds: Theodors
McGee, Mt. Clemens and Walter Scholten,Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

Fennville

^eeps

Judge Smith replied that the
evidence supportsthe findings of
the jury and told Borch he was a
little too old to be indulging in
an assaultor any thing resembling
fighting.

Lead

in

Al-Van

‘This is a matter between
neighbors, and neighbors should
settle their differences by means

—

Hope Seniors Receive
Medical College Bids

Fennville (Special)
Every- prov.dedby law," Judge Smitn
thing went right Friday night for said.
the Fennville high school basketball team. The Blackhawks put, on
a scoring deluge that netled a Melting Snow Causes
whooping 61-27 victory over LawFive Hope college senior pre- westem Junior college, Orange rence in a game played at Fenn- Fire Call in Holland
medic* have received appoint- City, Iowa.
ville.
An unidentified woman summent* to medical schools for next
By winning. Coach Bill Saxton's
Scholten and Wolterbeek have
moned firemen to Protestant Reyear, it was announced today by
also received appointmentsto team keeps on top of the Al-Van formed church at the corner of
Dr. Teunis E. Vergeer. head of
league with a record of four wins
the Hope college biology depart- Northwestern university medical and no defeats. In all games to 2<)th St. and Maple Ave., Sunday
ment. They are Gerard R. Gnade, school. Scholten is the son of date, the Blackhawks have won morning. However, there was no
nre.
of Holland. Gerald Van Arendonk, the Rev. Walter A. Scholten, of four out of five.
What the woman thought was
Harnson,'S. D.. Jacob Wolter- Poughkeepsie.N. Y., well-known After the winners stepped off a
beek, the Hague. Netherlands. in Holland. He is a graduate of close 13-9 first quarter lead, the smoke oozing out of the roof
Theodore McGee, Mt. Clemens Arlington high school. Hudson. N. game turned into a rout and turned out to be steam caused
ma.
and Walter A. Scholten, Pough- Y. During world War II he served Fennville rolled to a 30-12 lead at by snow melting off the roof.
VandeWege came second In keepsie,N. Y.
in the field artillery. At Hope he the intermission.
Firemen also answered a call to
Hope's scoring list with nine folGnade will enter Albany Medi- is a member of the Biology club.
The home team kept piling it C. H. Alyea residenceat 209
lowed by Hinga with seven.
Wolterbeek, a biology and chem- on in the third quarter and the West 14th St., early Saturday
cal school next fall. He was gradIn one of the tournament fea- uated from S’ott Terrace high istry major, received his high
afternoon.Negligible damage was
score mounted to 49-19.
ture*. John Sentz. Kalamazoo’sschool.Schenectady. N. Y. During school education in the NetherOne
of the features of the caused when a small partition
second-string center scored 16 of World War II he served in the lands. At Hope he is a member of
game was the team scoring for became ignited from the stove,
his team's 22 second-half points Navy for two years. At Hope col- the Mathematicsand Physics club
Fennville.Four of the five start- firemen said.
against Hillsdale. The Hornets led lege he has served the Biology and the Biology club. He is affil- ers scored at least 10 points and
all the way.
club as president and was vice iated with the Kappa Eta Nu frat- none scored more than 14.
Box score:
president of the junior class. He ernity.
Those first four were as fol- Bottema in Hospital
Alma (52)
Theodore McGee is a chemistry lows: Bill Macicak 14, Jack Turni* also a member of the tennis
Grand Haven (Special)— Gerntt
FG FT TP team and the Pi Tau Nu frat- major and will enter Johns Hop- er 13, Ned Bale, 12 and Jack Bale Bottema of Spring Lake, chairman
Healev. f .............
... 2
4
8 ernity.
kins medical school next Septem- 10.
of the Ottawa county Board of
Pueschner. f ............... 5
3
13
Van Arendonk, a biology and ber. He is a graduate of Mt Clem- Carpp was high man for Law- Supervisors, was admitted to
Clark, e .................... 1
3 chemistry major, has received his ens high school. He served for rence with 11.
1
Municipal hospital this morning
Mohre, g ................... 0
0
0 appointment from Northwestern two years in the infantry from
for a stomach ailment. During his
Saxton, g ................... 1
2
4 university.He was graduated 1944-1946.At Hope he is treasurer
The mongoose was introduced absence, Mayor Nicholas Fran*
Halpin, f .................. 2
1
5 from Stickney high school. Stick- of the Biology club and a mem- into the West Indies to control kena of Zeeland will preside at the
Hamilton,g ............. 6
7
19 ney, S. D. He transferred i Hope ber of the Phi Kappa Alpha frat- snakes, but has now become a January session. Frankena is
Budge, g
... 0
0
0 college last year from Norlh- ernity.
worse pest than the snakes.
vice chairman.

e

Merchants

night.

passing was erratic and ball handling left something to be desired
in the first half.
As the teams went to the locker
room for a rest, the scoreboard
read 27-16 in favor of the Scots.
However, the second half was a
different story for the Dutch.
They started to hit and made a
spirited bid to take over the lead.
Bud VandeWege and Nick Yonker
were the pacemakers as Hope
pulled to within five points of the
leaders a couple of times during
that second half.
Alma wasn’t counting on its usual long- tom game. The Scots
wefe making their points with
close up shots.
Yonker with seven field goals
and charity teas was high point
man in the game His 15 points
topped Bob Pueschner's 13 for Al-

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Dun thorn.
1310 South Shore drive; a daughter, Beryl Jean, born Friday to
(From Monday's Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. James Volkema: a
The American Legion auxiliary- son, Austin John II, born Friday
Total*
17
fifth district meeting will be held
to Mr. and Mrs. Austin Buchankt Zeeland or Jan. 18. Dinner will
an, route 2: a daughter, Alyce
Hope (47)
be served at 6:30 p.m. ReservaIrene, born Saturday to Mr. and
FG
tions must be made by Jan. 15
Mrs. Julius Drost. route 5; a son. VandeWege, f ..... .. 2
with Mrs. Alden Stoner, teleRoger Lee. born Saturday to Jr. Marema, f ................ 2
phone 7700.
and Mrs. Jacob Stoel, route 4; a Muyskena, ............... 1
Miss Maude Van Drezer has reson, Vidal R„ Jr., born Sunday to Yonker. g ..................7
lumed to Holland from St. Paul,
Mr. and Mrs. Vidal R. Lozano. 185 Holwerda,g ............... 2
Minn., where she spent the holiEast 17th St.: a daughter, Cheryl Hinga. f .............. ... 3
days with Mrs. Enid Reynoldsand
Jean, born Sunday to Mr. and Peekstok.f ........ ... 1
son. Jimmy, and Dr. and Mrs.
Robert. Bush. Mr. Reynolds is a Mrs. Norman Artz, 170 Cam- Van Regenmorter,c 0
student at the school of library bridge: a son born today to Mr. Breen, g ............... ... 0
science in the University of Min- and Mrs. Martinus Nienhuis. Piersma, g ............... 0
nesota. Dr. Bush is a resident in route 2.
Total*
18
psychiatry at the university and
has been assigned to the Student
Health service.
Will
The Rev. William C. Warner of

Personals

Grace Episcopal church will speak

“front of him.

cuit court jury Dec. 21 ol a charge

league standings.
Coach Russ DeVette’s crew took
up where it had left off against

’

a back

MIAA Tourney

Albion squeaked past Adrian
58-56 and Kalamazoo defeated
Hillsdale 59-48 in other Friday
games.
Alma's win against the Dutch
was a measure of revenge for the
67-62 defeat suffered at the hands
of the Dutch a few weeks ago at
the Armory. However, the MIAA
tournament has no bearing on

•••'•The injured:

because of

Grand Haven (Special)— George
C. Borck, 68-year-old justice of
the peace in Grand Haven town^
ship, was assessed heavy fine and
costs, given an alternative of a
90-day jail sentenceand received
a lecture from Circuit Judge
Raymond L Smith today.
Borck. former Ottawa supervisor charged with telonious assault, was sentencedto pay $100
fine and $100 costs or serve 90
da>s in the county jail.
He wa* found guilty by a cir-

losers and were playing in a onenight consolation bracket Friday.
The Hope squad returned to Holland after the game.
Albion and favored Kalamazoo
meet in the finals tonight.

Vterans Vocationalschool.
^ Clark Loveday, 58, son of J. W.
V>vedsy, Detroit, also a student
at the. school, and driver of the

on

Assault Charge

night. The Scots trimmed the
Dutch 52-47.
Both teams were first-night

At US-131 Intersection

Way land,

Justice Fined

Down

Albion (Special)— Alma's Scots
dished up Hope’s second airtight
MIAA tournament defeat Friday

Five Others Injured

19.

Scots

1M

Hope Dutchmen

Crash

Near PlainweV

"-Ivan Usher,

Aka
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Tnowledge Needed

at a meeting of the Beechwood
Mothers club Friday at 2:30 p.m.
in the school gymnasium.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Huntley
Local merchants will continue
were in Kalamazoo Saturday to
Accurate knowledge of sex detheir
present monthly coffee
attend funeral services for their
brother-in-law.James C. Wall. 89, kietzes and informal business viat: >ns is essential to Christian
who died at his home in St. Pet- discussions,it was decided today living, Dr. Garrett Heyns told
adult classes at Hope church
ersburg. Fla.
at a coffee kletz at the Dutch Sunday night.
The Mission Guild of Central
Heyns. warden of the Ionia rePark Reformed church held a Mill. About 30 merchants were
formatory,outlined enforcement
regular meeting in the church •present.
By-laws of the constitutionwill and corrections problemsand adparlors Friday night. A solo was
sung by Miss Betty' Brinkman. be revised accordingly to replace vocated further research as a
Following the business meeting, the previous system whereby each means of combatingcrimes of violence. He said such crimes appear
refreshments were served by the division sent two representatives
to periodic meetings. A nominat- to run in cycles and apparently
new executive committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Kragt and ing committee will be appointed the nation was in the grip of a
Mrs. Kragt’s mother. Mrs. Vanderj t0 PrePare a baHot whereby a sev- peak of sex crimes.
"But it exist* everywhere at
Woude; 331 Columbia Ave., re- en-man executive committee will
any time if you look for it,” he
turned Sunday night from Chicago operate instead of the present
where they spent the week-end three-mangroup consistingof said.
Heyn* is a former teacher and
with Rev. and Mrs. H. J. Vermeer. George Good, president; Dale
Fris. vice president,and William was for a time superintendent of
Hospital Note*
Holland Christian schools. He aaid
Admitted to Holland hospital H. Vande Water, secretary.
Meetings will continue to be sex education in high schools and
Friday were Judy Bos, 176 West
24th St.; Mrs. Alice Voorhorst, held the second Monday of each college might aid in alleviating
the situation. Heyn* pointed out
route 5: Mrs. Harold Karsten, month, it was decided.
that home training apparently
Robert
Visscher
was
appointed
210 West 11th St.; Mrs. Stacey
to head a committee to study the was not the whole answer and
McBride.39 East 26th St.
DischargedFriday were Mrs. local licensing ordinance and said that frankness was the key
Henry Bosma and infant son, 474 make recommendationsfor neces- to solving many problems.
"It has taken a lot of newsWest 21st St.; Mrs. Katheryn De sary revisions. President Good
paper
publicity to wake people
will
appoint
other
members
to
Kraker, 43 Aniline Ave.: Judy Bos,
up . . . But now they know we
the committee later.
176 West 24th St.
Merchants voted to send a let- need help in form of new laws
Admitted Saturday were Marand in new knowledge.I would
tha Ann Hallquist,route 1; Lloyd ter of appreciation to The SenSteggerda.
136 West 32nd St.; tinel for its aid in promoting the like to see Michigan establish an
institution devoted to acquiring
John Haan, route 2, Zeeland; Ed- new Monday night opening.
knowledge in this field," he said.
win Hofmeyer. 621 West 21st St
“Mothers and fathers should be
Discharged Saturdaywere John
on guard. They should tell their
Haan. route 2, Zeeland; Martha
hoys and girls never to accept
Ann Hallquist. route 1; Mrs. Clar-

Continue Kletzes
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Dutch Reserves

The

local American Legion's
rides or proffered friendshiowith
“Tide of Toys'' campaign ends Fri- ence Nyhoff and infant daughter,
people they don't know. Especllli
East
18th
St.;
Mrs.
James
day, according to Commander
ially they should not talk to
Bouws and infant son. 76 West
JkjTy Kramer.
strangers in public places or pub19th
St.; Mrs. Melbourne Barnaprogram is aimed at getHolland high's reserves scored a lic comfort stations,"he said.
ting every American child to send by and infant. son, 150 Reed Ave.; 42-35 victory over the little BenHeyns said there was some hope
Mrs.
August
Diesing,
391
West
IFleast one toy— preferably new
ton Harbor Tigers last evening.
from psychiatry, but there are
19th
St.;
Mrs.
Stanley
Van
OtterT-to some boy or girl in Europe.
Coach Fred Weiss’s boys led not enough psychiatrist* or enough
Holland children in both public loo, 438 Harrison Ave.; Mrs. Les- the entire contest, grabbing a 8-4 money to treat all who need help.
ter
Rooks
and
infant
soji,
route
1;
*hd parochial schools are urged to
first quarter lead. Each team talHeyn* wa» introduced by.J. J.
bring their donationsto school Mrs. John Oonk. 121 East 22nd St. lied 10 points in the second quart- Riemersma.
Admitted
Jan.
3
was
Mrs.
Verbefore Friday. The Legion will
er tfnd the' half. ended, with the
pick up the toys at the schools non Van Lente, route 6. Admitted little Dutch on the long end of an
Jan. 5 was Mrs. John H Busscher, 18-14 count.
FerrysburgMan Dies
next Monday.
."Toys collectedIn Holland will 666 Saunders.
Grand Haven (Special)
John
In the second half, led by Ron
Admitted Sunday were Beatrice Bekius, the Dutch continued to Wallace, 68. Ferrytburg, died at
go .to children in The Netherlands.
Scholten, route 1; Mrs. Bill Czer- tally and keep ahead of the little 5:20 p.m. Thuraday in Municipal
kies, 585 West 22nd St.
Tigers. Score at the end of the hospital where he had been a paTanker Docks Here
DischargedSunday were Mrs. third quarter was Holland 30, tient four ’/eeks. He wa* employThe ioe-coatedTraverse City Roger Boeve and infant son. 170 Benton Harbor 35.
ed at Buckley Plumbing Co. in
Socony an oil tanker which car- West Ninth St.; Edwin Hotmeyer, The final period saw Benton Spring Lake until ill health forced
ried -1,200,000 gallons of gasoline 621 West 2 1st St.; Wesley H<MdeHarbor outscoredthe Dutchmen his retirement. Surviving are the
for Globe Oil and Refining Co. in ma, 802 Paw Paw drive; Mrs. Har- 12-8, but the previous lead, gave
wife and a daughter. Funeral aerIts last trip here of the currant len Scholten and Infant son, route
Holland the victory, 42-35.
vicea will be held Monday at 2
^hipping season, arrived Sunday 4; Mrs. James Volkema and inRon Bekius led the local* with P-m. from Van Zantwick funeral
morning. It left the docks shortly fant daughter, route 4.
19 points,while Parott, and Mich; home with the Rev. Roy Marshall
jtffer midnfght and cleared the
Births included a daughter, el collected 10 and nine respect- officiating. Burial will he in
tners at 1:30
Sally Taylor, born Thursday to ively for the loser*.
Spring Lake cemeteiy.
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(From Friday’s Sentinel)
The Rev. and Mrs. Henry Verduin entertained members of the
consistory with their wives last
Wednesdayevening. Games were
played after which lunch was
served. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Nyhof, Mr. and Mrs.
Otto Schaap, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Albers, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lampen; Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walters. Mr. and Mrs. Tony Blauwkamp, John Broekhuis,Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Zoet, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Michmershuizen.
Beverly Kronemeyer was a overnight guest of her friend, Shirley Eding, last week Wednesday
night. On Thursday evening Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Kronemeyer and
Ronnie visited at the Eding home
and Beverly returnedhome with

Coining Events
At Round Table
Scout Week, Circus
Plans Formulated
District

Important coming events were
discussed by Chippewa district
acout leaders *t their monthly
round table meeting Tuesday

12,

1950

tended the funeral aervica of Mr*.
Elizabeth De Kleine in th# Drenthe Chriatian Reformed church mi
Monday afternoon.

Overisel

Scouters Discuss

By Chippewa

CITY

Volleys

From

Ambush

CREDIT SOME of the Am-

Charter

Onit-BPW

Discuss Proposed
Utility

Control

Board of Public

Works

and

Charter commission member*
swapped ideas on the apllt up of
BPW function* in the proposed

WANT-ADS

,

busher’s fans for a resolutionthat
during 1950, this colm will appear
more frequently. Chief among
these worthies is Junius Wood,
now of Silver Spring (and don't
put * plural on the Spring) but
come summer times of Waukazoo,
for the goading that brought on
the resolution.
Then, of course, there’s G E.
Drew and Randy Bosch and Clyde
Geerlings— all of 'em victims of an
occasionalbroadside in this de-

IN THE
NEW YEAR

EVERY DAY

To

We

Stand Ready
Supply Your
Financial Needs

-

You’re always welcome here. Feel
free to make our office your financial headquarters.

Whenever money is your problem,
we’ll show you fast, friendly Ctlh
loan service. Just atop

in.

HOLLAND LOAN
partment
charter.
ASSOCIATION
Usually,
though,
everybody’s
The discussionwas heard at the
10 West 8th Street, 2nd floor
weekly charter commissionmeet- taken all pot shots with the best
Adv.
night.
ing in the city hall Thursday of good humor. There have been
some arguments started and over
SELL SHOES DIRECT
A total of 50 Cub, Boy and Sennight.
At an earlier meeting, the char- the most innocent items, such as
ior scout leaders met at St. Fransheet
ter group gave it* tentative ap- the fan who asked the Ambusher $85 weekly selling 4 pair
cis de Sales school basement with
them.
' .5
Samples. No into ask the ambushees did they daily. Free outfit.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Lampen,
proval
to
a
plan
whereby
the
troop eight as host.
vestment. Experience unnecessdiy.
Miner Meindertsma,district
Robert, Kathyrn,Harold and Lar water department and fire alarm know this was the last year of the
flrfc half century of the 1900’s. Advance commissions, bonus.
commissioner,and Jud Leonard,
ry, and Mr. and Mrs. Justin Brink •system would be taken from the
That was a delayed action fuse Paragon Shoes 716Y Columbus,
and Jarvis visitedat the home of BPW'f 'jurisdiction.
field executive explained scout
Boston,
Adv.
Mr. and Mrs Henry Weaver and
Randall C. Bosch, BPW mem- that brought In seversd swell letweek plans, the scout circus and
family in Borculo last week Thurs- ber, told the commission he ters.
national Jamboree plans.
And should this colm appear among 301 finer baton twirlinf 'exday evening.
didn't see why a change should be
Scout week begins Feb. 12 with
Adrian Brandt. Mrs. Thomas made at thi* time when the BPW more frequently in answer to the ponents to be Hated in the 1950
a mass church service at BeechVander Bosch, and Mr. and Mrs. has operated ao efficiently for the public clamor (the two or three edition of “Who’s Who in Baton
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It alone. He enlistedthe help
count. The Hornets went ahead Grand Rapids on Thursday evenBy the* time she had dropped a
Bosch said the BPW was inIn keeping with the New Year of another boy, then another.
hint here and there for discarded notched its first Tri-County league 9-3, then 17-7. and later 27-13 be- ing
terested.
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toys, (he amount grew so that basketball victory of the season fore the half wound up with the
Henry Haverdink had his memDonnelly said the name was
periodic feature introducing to the atore, the inevitableargu(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
that year she furnished 30 children Friday night by topping Otsego scoreboard reading 33-21.
bership [wipers transferred from changed to keep it in line with
The annual Week of Prayer was with playthings.Miss Stevens and 45-35 in a rough game played at
During that first half, Guard the local Christian Reformed acutal functions,because the some personality that all Ambush ment arose on who would get the
observed last week at the local Mrs. Andrews had grown interest- Otsego.
Chuck Stanski hit six out of church to the First Christian Re- board does not include all public readers should know. For our Ice cream cone.
first personality, we introduce
Coach Joe Nowell’s team now eight long toms for an amazing formed church of Zeeland.
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12-point first-naif total. TeamThe following elders and deacAdrian Klaasen, another BPW Bay View Furniture Co. He's ac the No. 1 boy solemnly went "Eevice in the Holland languageon Pritchard’s
complained third place in the league stand- mate Bill Bos connectedfive out ens were installedin the worship memr«er, aiked the commissionto
nle, meenie, minie, moe ..." ..
live in civic affairs, the American
Wednesday afternoon. Various there was no place to sit down or ings.
of 11 times for 10 points.
sendee in the Reformed church reconsiderits action pertaining to
Legion and a lot of other things
Although the regulation game
phases of the topic of the week, put a lamp. Everything was coverWith the time running out be- Sunday morning: Elders, John finances.Klaasen said he is disHope Debaters to Eater
"A Living Witness in a Lost ed with toys drying a coat of ended with the score reading 44- fore the half, Stanski took the Voorhorst, Janies A. Kleinhcksel turbed by the fact that BPW re- Besides that, he's a nice guy. ,
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World" were discussed by the paint or waiting for glue to hard- 33, referees called one personal bal! in the back court and let it Martin Nienhuis and Gordon Pet- serves can be spent by a threeIllinois Tournament
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retechnical
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Mansen of Bentheim on Tuesday
terline. It bounded against the mond Busscher, Julius Wolters
Floyd Go ul ooze of Holland and
Holwerda said the commission Well, a few weeks ago the Soevening, the Rev. Marion Klaaren ceived toys that year. This past After the foul shooting vvas over, board and through the hoop. Nick and Gordon Rigterink.
felt it should have faith in the cial Progress club was comment- Harvey W. Moes, Elmer Vnigof Overisel on Thursday evening, Christmas, 80 were given a mini- the final score read 45-35.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Lampen, people of the city and allow them
Yonker dribbled up the floor and
ing on a Sentinel policy whereby
and the local pastor, the Rev. mum of three playthings,clothing The game was a slow-played af- let loose juc t past the centerline Father and Linda, attended a fam to determine what should be clone no social distinctionmarks socie- glnk and Nelson Stegeman, all of
Hudsonville, will represent Hope
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with their money.
ty news. Engagement and wedThey reached every needy fam- against both teams.
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Wiegerink
evening. The latter also led the
ended the half.
Ten Cate said there has been ding pictures are printed without college at the Dlinoia State Norily with children throughout the
Zeeland went ahead 9-6 at the
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During the first half. Hope Paul and Ronnie, in Holland. something radically wrong with regard to position on the "social mal universitydebate tournament
The Rev. and Mrs. Victor Max- Fennville area, and to the out- end of the first quarter and ex- made seven field goals to 15 for Others there were John Wieger- the public relations of the BPW ladder." The club members were on Friday and Saturday at Norink of Grand Haven, Mr. and Mrs
am and children of Kalamazoo skirts of Holland, South Haven, tended the margin to 18-13 at the victors.
and relations between council and giving The Sentinel a pat on the mal, 111. The tournament,which
First Reformed church were re- Saugatuck and Allegan. When halftime.
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cent Hamilton visitors. The formslaught in the second half while
felt these resentmentswere like a Grand Rapids paper better. attracts entriesfrom several Mider is a product of the local Re- over their surplus to the county Chix way out front 32-24 as the Hope continued to bobble, pass lan<j.
caused by improper public rela- They used my picture!"
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parens, who have been in ill
ed the boards most of the game.
Lugten were Sunday evening din the city should be included in the Ideas on who else should hit this Lutheran Ladies Society
game that it was one of his team’s
health for a long time were taken mas.
The game dragged through the
With an organization of per- better showings of the current last 10 minutes with all-reserve ner guests in the home of Mr. and BPW— and the water system is column, send in your nominations
to the Allegan County farm hostogether with a bit of biographical Names New Committees
Mrs. Lester Kleinheksel and Dale. included.
haps
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pital.
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data
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Kleinhek
Gerald Kiekover was Big Ben hot for the Dutch as DeVettc
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Folkert they have set no limit.
think he or she should bo presentNew committees for the year
sel visited in the home of Mr. Farmer*’
"We
don’t
want
any
child
to for the Chix as he bucketed 11
Ha*
and children of Honor, Mich.,
emptied his bench in an effort to
ed.
vyere announced at the meeting of
and Mrs. William Haverdink
want
at Christmas. I don't mean points. However,Hendersonof Otwere recent visitors of relativesin
find a workable combination.
East SaugatuckMonday after- Women’* Program*
the Zion Lutheran church Ladies
just in Allegan county; I mean sego overshadowedthe Chix
this vicinity.
Paul Muyskens. who was abed
The Sentinel’sproof reading society Wednesdayafternoon.
noon.
anywhere
within
our
reach. If I point maker with 19 for the
Russell Wolfe underwent a tonearlier this week with a flu atAllegan (Special) - Programs boner Monday in committing a
The" altar committee Includaa
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Brink and
could say the world, I would", evening.
sillectomy last week.
tack. was about the best for the
especiallyfor the women at Alle- man to Southern Methodist pri- the Mesdames E. Frundt, W. HenJarvis
attended
a
family
New
says Mrs. Pritchard.
Both
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were
equal
in
the
Baptism was administered inDutch. Although he didn't start Year’s dinner in the home of Mr. gan's "little Farmer'sWeek" next son instead of Southern Michigan sing, E. Benke and T. Reuschel;
fants at the local Reformed The program has expanded height department.
because of the illness, he came in
Tuesday through Thursday was prison has brought no end of com- calling committee,the Mesdames
The victory gives Zeeland a later and scored three baskets, and Mrs. George Wcdeven and announced today by Mary E. Bul- ment .... and laugiis.
church Sunday morning, Bonita largely because everyone wants to
family In Holland. Others attendR. Adams, P. Enstam, L. Anderget
into
the
act.
Mrs.
Pritchard
season record of four victories the most for any one Hope player.
Hope, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
understand Judge Smith son and E. Benke; publicity, Mra.
ing were George Brinks of Hoi lis, home extension agent.
mentions
it to one of her beauty
against five setbacks.
Richard VerLiere, Mary, daughter
The Dutch made just 13 field land and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit The talks, plus cooking demon- publicly asked Dominie Hoffmas- W. Poulias.
In a thrilling reserve -game, the goals in the game and cashed
of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Voor- shop customers; she tells another;
Brinks and family of East Sauga strations,will comprise s short ter of the Methodist church at
Plans were made for «• congreuntil pretty soon the shop Is fill- Zeeland seconds won
hard- on 21 out of 40 times at the foul
horst, and Randy Bruce, son of
course in new ideas for homemak- Lions meeting Tuesday noon whe- gational potiuck Jan. 27. Mrs.Xi
tuck.
ed with cast-offs. Merchants come earned 25-23 overtime decision.
Mr. and Mrs. Durward Young. At
line. Kalamazoo,meanwhile, made
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Essink and ing while the men are learning of ther he was going to resign as Anderson and Mrs. J. Gutneoht
Komejan was the scoring leader 24 two-pointers,and 16 out of 23 Julia and Mrs. Jane Essink visit new farming methods.
the evening service Wallace Fol- in to offer shopworn merchandise;
pastor to become warden of the are committeemembers for' the
the local cannery gave a generous for the Chix with nine points.
kert was guest soloist. '
charity, tosaes.
ed at the home of Mrs. Alice Mary Bodwell, Michigan State new prison.We didn't hear what event.
amount
of canned food.
Rambotom and Miller shared
Mrs. B. Voorhorst who has been
Stanski with 16 points, was high Vander Bosch in Holland last college,will demonatrate poultry his answer was . . . maybe
Few new members also wera
There were cash donations to scoring honors for the losers with
in Allegan for a few weeks with
man
for both teams. Bos was week Thursday afternoon.
cooking at 11:15 a.m. on Tuesday, drowned out in laughter.
welcomed at the meeting.
pay for repair materials and need- six apiece.
her children,Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
close behind with 15 points and
John Ohlman from Grand Rap- Poultry day. She, will explain the
ed clothing; others gave of their
Kaechele, spent several days of
Bucky Walters scored 11 for the ids was a week-end guest in the selection of dressed poultry as
The prize quip was product of
talents. A mechanic took over
the holiday season with Mr. and
winners.
home of Mrs. Marinus.Dalman well.
the facile mind of Brig Young Trinity Society Has
welding jobs, -and others wielded ‘Making Cotton Dress’
Mrs. John Brink, Jr., and children,
Yonker and Holwerda shared and Mr. and Mrs. Martin NienMarjorie Eastman, clothing who writes for WHTC. He wrote:
paintbrushes,screwdrivers,and
First Meet ol Year
returning to Allegan last Sunday.
Subject
(or
Meeting
scoring honors for the Dutch with huis.
specialist,will talk on "What’s
"Some of us Presbyterians are
The Misses Leona Koops and fix-it know-how.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Nykerk and New In Fabrics" at 1:30 p.m. organizing a group to establish
eight
apiece.
It far outgrew the Pritchard
More than 50 women war* proAllegan (Special)— “Making a
Vera Hulsman were in charge of
family from Richland spent the Wednesday. She will show sam- our own prison system. The way
home,
so the American Legion cotton dress" wiD be the subject
sent
at the first meeting of tha
the Senior Christian Endeavor
week-end in this vicinity with rel- ples of various materials and fin- we figure it: If the Methodist can
post offered Its basement, and of the first training meeting of Allegan Farmers Invited
new year held Thursday afternoon
service last Sunday. The topic for
ativcs.
ishes.
have one, why can’t we? I under- by the Women's Missionary socieprovided heat and electricity.It the year for Allegan County
discussionwas, "I Believe in God,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Oldenbek- Mrs. Faye Hamilton, Interior stand. there is a similar movement
ty of Trinity Reformed church.
has
promised
the
same
facilities Home Extension leaders, accord- To Pomological Meetings
the Father." Leaders In the Junking and family Were visitorsIn decorating consultant,Grand Rap- on foot by the Lutherans. One
whenever needed all this year.
Members met in the church paring to Mary E. Bullis, extension
ior High CE group were, Phyllis
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Justin
ids,
will
discus*
“How
to
Make
Allegan (Special)
Allegan
thing on which we’d like a little
Contributorswere encouraged agent
Brink and Lois Brower on the
Home More Attractive and Live- help: Can we get to Judge Smith lors.
county farmers are being invited Brink and Jarvis on Sunday.
to send along odd wheels, doll
Peter Hsishof China, student At
The meetings will lv as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nienhuis able" at 1:30 p.m. Thursday. and get our fair quota of the unsame topic. The latter group
to attend the Casco-SouthHaven
heads, arms and legsj and toy Jan. 17, Griswold building, AlleWestern • Theological seminary,
and
Wayne
visited
in
the
home
elected new officers at a recent
Sample* of floor covering, wall- saved sent to our prison after we
Homological society at a series of
parts. For sometimes, two broken gan; Jan. 19, Saugatuck Legion
was guest speaker.
business meeting. Jerome Waswinter meetings in the South of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Albers and paper, curtain and drapery ma- get it established?"
toys can be made into one good hall; Jaa 20, Wayland Union
Annual reports were fivan hy
family
last
week
Friday
evening.
sink is president; Marilyn Nyhof,
terials
will
be
shown.
Haven high school
Brig adds this postscript:
one; with an assortment, a truck acnool. Each starts at 10 am.
society officers. Mrs. H. D. TtrMr.
and
Mrs.
George
De
Witt
vice president;Darlene Smidt,
A question and answer period
County Agent A. D. Morley said
'That church prison down at keurst led devotions.The meetinl
usually can have four reasonably
Later lessons will include patsecretary; Beverly Veen, treasurfarmers could meet him at the and family and’ Mr. and Mrs. will follo^each talk.
South Bend had a better foot- was conducted by Mrs. Cari Drsamatched wheels.
terns, cuttiftg, fitting and baster. Sponsor for the group is Arcourthouse on meeting days If Glenn Nykerk and family were
ball team than Southern Metho- sel, president.
"If people just wouldn’tthrow ing, construction and finishing.
dinner guests Monday in the home
thur Hofftnan. Connie Haakma things away," wails Mrs. Pritchthey wish transportation.
dist this year, but we’re going to
Hostesseswere Mrs. H. HuntSpeeders
Pay
Fines
The series is as follows: Jan. 13, of Mrs. Sena Schipper.
was named assistantsecretary- ard. "We can use anything."
put a little overemphasison ath- ley and Mrs. Dick Steketef.
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discussionon apples; Jan. 27,
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Even stuffed animals are taken
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Dalplay Thursday and Friday at 8 Lugterr, publicity;John Haakma, an unromanticnote. With five Feb. 24, Insecticidesand fungiAUyn Westenbroek,36, of rout*
a real contender. We want to atman, Mr. and' Mrs. Martin Nien- for a similaroffense.Mrs. Margie
p.m. In the Community auditor- Howard Eding and Harold Brink, days off the new year, no mar- cides.
2, Zeeland, paid a $5 speeding fin* .
tract
a
better
quality
undergraduhuis from Overisel, Mr. and Mrs. Leep of 153 West 24th St., Kenium, “The Girl from Out Yonder”, stage and scenery;Boy Scouts, riage licenses had yet been filed.
ate body and we’d prefer no —’a.” in municipal court Thursday and
Subways are partiallyventi- Earl Nienhuis and family and. Mr. neth Vander Heuvel of 456 Maple
presentedby the CHAD guild of ushers.
William Brace, Jr., 27, of 564
Ave.,
and
Bernard
Zuidema
of
92
Gordon Veen has recovered afAmericans consume about four lated by the piston action of and Mrs. Bob Nienhuis from HolHolland. Local committees assistLakewood Blvd.. paid 54 for
The
name
of
Connie
Norlin.
East 17th St, each paid $1 fine*
ing in this project are George ter being confined to his home by pounds of cheese per person every trains driving the air thru the land. . >•
Holland's twirling ace» will appear ning a stop street.
for
parking
violations.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Brower at>
year.
Schreur, Esther Bartels and Lois illness for two or three weeks.
.
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Western Michigan Farm Operators

Interest to

Home Economics
Programs

Set (or

i*

\

Good Winter Care
Winter injury causes damages
any
other shrubs in the garden, says
F. L. O’Rourke, Michigan State
college horticulturist
Browning and reddening of
need tips in spring and midsummer and even death of' entire
branches often follow winter into evergreens as serious as on

-A

7
Features, Lectures
EspeciallyArranged

Women

-

Visitors

jury.

'54

Farmers’ Week home economics
programs have been scheduled for
Jan. 31, Feb. 1 and 2, Dean Marie
Dye announced today. These programs have been planned espec-

O’Rourke blames damage maindue
to evaporation of moisturerather
than low temperaturesand freezing. Drying winds or unseasonably
warm periods with intense sunlight when the soil is frozen and
roots dormant will cause greater
losses of moisture than the plant
ly to drying out of leaf tissues

ially for the feminine visitorsto

the annual event at Michigan
State college.
This year the ever-popularshow
will be staged in the college auditorium. Costumes will be modeled
by home economicsstudents who
designed and made them.
Program features will include
something for homemakers of
all age groups and interests. Mrs.
Leona MacLeod of the MSC staff
will give a demonstration lecture
on selectingclothes for the welldressed look after forty. Another
topic is. “A New Interest in Older
People."
For mothers of young children
and teen agers there will be two
talks of particularinterest. One is

can

Seed

Michigan Fann-to-Prosper
contest
round-up program In Muskegon
recently. Here he shakes hands
with E. H. Roth of Marne.

Proves Value
Farm crops specialistHerbert
Pettigrove of Michigan State college has long been advising farmers of the benefits of certified

Proper Diet Cuts

seed. Recently he was able to
point out some very definite evidence to a group of 4-H club and

Lambing Troubles

FFA

boys that certified seed is a

Next year’s lamb crop will be

good buy.

influenced by the practicesfollow-

ed

this winter, says Graydon
Blank. Michigan State college
animal husbandry specialist.
Proper feeding can prevent

many

of the troubles encountered
before and after lambing. Severe

after* finishing advanced foods
certified seed.
study in the U. S. She has been
In the top or blue ribbon group,
here several years and is able to
90 per cent of the FFA samples
contrast life in the two countries.
and 80 per cent of the 4-H club
samples were from certified seed.
Only 10 per cent of the blue ribbon group in each class were of
the one year removed from certified seed origin.Uncertified seed
produced no blue ribbons in FFA
competition and only 10 per cent
in the 4-H club competition.
Farther down the rating scale
Hie farm management banquet,
in the white ribbon group, there
one of the highlightsof Farmers’
was a differentstory. Uncertified
Week activities at Michigan seed
accountedfor 53 per cent of
State college in past years, is exthe white ribbon winners in FFA
pected to be bigger and better competition and 87 per cent in the
than ever this year according to 4-H club competition.
John Doneth, MSC agricultural These results, Pettigrove beeconomist arranging the program lieves, show graphically the value
' The banquet is scheduled! or of certified seed. Fanners who are
6:15 p.m. Feb. 2 in the MSC union interestedin getting high quality,
building ballroom. With increas- good germination, and weed and
ing attendanceeach year, it was disease free seed are wise to innecessary to arrange for a larger vest a little more money and buy
meeting place, Doneth said.
certifiedseed, he states.
Allan Kline, main speaker on
the program, will talk on '‘How

Farm Management
Banquet Arranged

an Iowa Farmer Looks at Farm Light Chores

Mean

Management.’’Keine is a successful Iowa farm operator, and has

Extra Tractor Care

traveled abroad extensively for a
first-handview of European agriculturalconditions.He is currently serving as prelident of the
American Farm bureau.
- Marshall Wells, farm editor for
a radio station will bring an out-

Tractorsget less use tluring
winter months and special precautions are needed to keep thorn
in good condition, says R. G.
White, agricultural engineer at
Michigan State college.
If the tractor is used little,

Farm

Week

Ten years of working together
to establish soil* conservation
practices will highlight the soil
conservation program to be held
on Thursday o: Farmers’ Week
at Michigan State college.
A group of farmers living near
Bostwick Lake in Kent county
will tell how for the past ten
years they have reduced water
and wind erosion and increased
crop yields through soil conservation practices.

Primary Voting

not just at the beginning.

Good legume hay forms the
basis of the- winter ration for
breeding ewes A cheaper ration is
one consisting of from one and
one-half to two pounds per head
daily of legume hay with the remainder consisting of cheaper
roughage such as cornstalks,bean
pods, or com silage.
Only unfrozen silage that

Mitt AbylynneDe Root

The engagement of Miss Abylynne De Roos to William Plomp
announced by her mother, Mrs.
Catherine De Roos, 300 West
19th St. Mr. Plrjnp is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Plomp, 294
is

East 11th St.

Bear Welcomes

Evergreen foliage should also

washed once or twice during
the winter by spraying with a
be

Place in Contest

Wintry Weather

when the temperature is above freezing and thorAllegan (Special)— Let it snow,
Hope college won a first, a sec- oughly soak the foliage.
O'Rourke further cautions that let it blow, let it FREEZE!
ond and two third places in the
newly planted evergreens in locaThat’s the sentiment of ow
Michigan Intercollegiate Peace tions exposed to prevailing winds
member of the Willard Miller
Speech contest, Saturday at Al- or intense sunlight should be profamily north of Allegan. The
'bion college, it was announced tected during the winter by
screens or burlap or other mater- warm welcome to cold weather
today by Dr. William Schrier,
ials.
comes from the pet bear capturhead of the speech department.
A few minutes spent in provid- ed up north by Miller, and is now
The contest was divided into two ing the proper care and protec- believed to be about ready to
sections for men and women, ex- tion for evergreens during the celebrate its first birthday.
Miller caught two five months
tempore speaking and oratory, winter months will preserve the
beauty they add to the landscape. old cubs last year after a wild
Schrier said.
chase hear his hunting camp
north of Duluth last spring. He
In the men’s extempore contest
kept them penmxl together all
Guy Vander Jagt, Hope freshman
last summer, and then gave one
from Cadillac,won first prize of
to his brother, Bernard, north of
$25 by unanimous decision of the
Monterey Center
judges. His subject was “Effect of
Now quite amiable about his
$20,1
Supplyingthe Small Countries of
confined life, the Willard Miller
Europe with Armaments." Edward
bear had difficulty with his hiberPino of Michigan State College
Allegan (Special)— Declaration nating during last week’s mild
was second ami jack Zimmerman and answer have been filed in the weather. Though he continued to
of Albion, third
$20,000 accident damages suit eat lightly,he was out of his
In the same contest for women filed by Mary Freed of Barry sleeping barrel almost every day.
Patricia Stagg, Hope freshman county against Robert Merrill of almost panting from the heat.
from Ithaca, N.Y., took third Barry county and Walter Anson, With the arrival of the current
Allegan county.
place.
cold wave, he took to his bed for
The plaintiff is asking damages prolonged snoozing.
In the oratorical contest for
women. Hope's Louise Loula, Ber- for injuries received in an acciwin, 111., sophomore,placed third dent Aug. 1, 1949, near Hickory
with her oration, "Drunken Orgy.’’ Corners, when the car in which
Ann Rathbone,Albion, took first she was riding collided with one
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
and Alicia Trybus, Wayne univer- driven by Merrill.She said Anson
The Rev. Lionel A. Felsianes of
was owner of the auto.
sity, second.
In the defendant’s answer, how- Colombo,Ceylon, was in charge of
Duane Day. Wayne university,
the afternoon services in the
took first in the men's oratorical ever, Anson denies owning the car,
Christian
Reformed church Suncontest, witn Burrell Pennings, and Merrill denies negligence in
hose. Pick a day

Injured Woman
Seeking

Allendale

’’

State college soil scientists.

They advise storing fertilizer CHS Debaters Split With
sacks only in a barn or some East Grand Rapids Teams

labor and do a lot of

AUegan Episcopalians

To Eat Own Potatoes

FROST

building jobs.

pity poor

cow

lost 10,000 U.S. towns and cities. college dairymen.

feats.

Winning debaters

were

Bouwer and Roger Boer

Miscellaneous

John

of Hol-

East Lansing is

a

Carol Van
honor.

Miu Joyce Baker
The engagement of Miss

Shower

6

Months Old

Dr. Lee Davisson, state veterinarian, Michigan Department of
Agriculture, makes the following
statements relative to Bang’s testing in the state of Michigan:
The boards of supervisors In
each county In the state have by
resolution requestedfederal-state
test on all cattle over six month*
of age, and an effort is being
made by the state and federal
bureaus of animal industry cooperatingto complete a Bang’s
test upon all herds located in
counties not yet tested, as soon as
possible. A brief resume may be of
interest to the livestock owner*
of Michigan.

Forty-three counties located in the northern part of lower
Michiganand the upper peninsula,
have been tested under what is
known as the test and slaughter
program. Under this program reactors are slaughtered within 15

Mrs. Margaret Mayrand and days of the test. Thirty-six of the
children motored to Flint where counties have been designated as
they attended the funeral of a modified accreditedBang's disease-freecounties or counties with
relative on Thursday
Mrs. Esther Brower of Burnips less than one per cent infection
was a caller at the home of Mr. in the cattle and in less than five
and Mrs. All)ertBuege on Thurs- per cent of the herds. The percent of infectionin the remaining
day afternoon.
Barbara Mayrand was a shop- seven counties is too high to permit them to be designated as acper in Grand Rapids last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Bowk amp and credited counties at present.
Coming further south, there are
family had guests at their home
13 counties— Oceana, Mecosta, Ison Friday.
Jacob Hildebrarvdtattended the abella, Bay, Tuscalo, Lapeer,
soil conservation meeting in Alle- esee, Saginaw,Montcalm, Ottawa,
Muskegon, Eaton, Muskegon, Eatgan on Saturday.
Martin Van Tubergan of Jeni- on and Calhoun— that have either
son spent Saturday with his been tested or are in the process
brother and family, Mr. and Mrs. of being tested under the test and
William Tulxmgan and daughters. deferred slaughter program. In
Mr. and Mrs. Gillis Brower had other words the herds are tested,
visitorsat their home on Friday readers identified, and herds
quarantined, but the reactors do
afternoon
The Rev. and Mrs. John Harold not have to be disposed of at once.
Kotesky and childre.., John and Calfhood vaccination Is carried on
Carol of Burnips returned to their in infected herds at' federal-state
home Friday from a visit with rel- expense If the owners so desire.
atives and friends. They were Additional counties will be tested
as soon as personnel and finance*
gone for three days.
The Rev. Harold Kotesky was will permit.
The state and federal departleader of the prayer meeting held
Thursday in the Burnips Pilgrim ment each own two trailer laboratories which are used in the
Holiness church.
The Rev. and Mrs. Earl J. Stine areas where Bang’s testing vrt>rk
of Burnips have returned to their is carried on. At the present time
home after a few days’ visit at this work is being carried on from
these laboratoes in the followthe home of friends.

Gen-

The Rev. C. E. Messer of Eaton
Rapids, Michigan district secretary of Sunday schools of the Pilgrim Holiness churches, was guest
speaker at the Tuesday evening
meeting held in the Burnips Pilgrim Holiness church.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Fleser of
Walkersvillewere the Sunday
guests at the home of Mr. Fleser’s
parents, Mr and Mr*. William
Fleser of Bumips.
The prayer bands of Bumips
Methodist church and the Market
Street Methodist church was held
Tuesday evening in the home of
Mrs. Elsie Miller.
The two children of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Fleser of Grand Rapids spent Sunday with their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Fleser. The small son of Harry
Fleser cracked the bone in hii
shoulder when he was tripped
while attending school in Grand
Rapids.

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Fleser of
Grand Rapids spent Sunday with
relativesin Burnips.

There will be no

children’s

Woman

| |

ing areas: Missaukee county
which is being retested; .and in Isabella, Genesee, and Ottawa counties on initialtests. A veterinarian
is left in counties that have been
tested to retest the infectedherds
About 25 per cent of the countie*
located in the southern part
the state are still untested.
large percentage of the cattle and
herds in the state are located, in
these counties.
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Former Holland
Man Succumbs
Word was received in Holland
late Thursday of the unexpected
death of Roy Klomparens,58, native of Holland, which occurred
Thursday afternoonin his home
at 4600 Bowen road, Washington,
D.C.
For 35 years, Klomparens had
been connected with Holland Furnace Co. More recently he was affiliated with another furnace con-

t

convention.
Farmers elected to the county
PMA committee for 1950 are as
follows:
Glenn E. Taylor, Route 2, Coopersville, chairman: Claude L, Me
Nitt, Route 2, Conklin, vice chair-

man; Harold G. Kragt, route 3,
Holland, member; John W. Laug,
route 1, Coopersville, first alternate, and Forrest H. Easterly,
Nunica, second alternate.

Three Allegan Churches
Plan Annual Meetings

John

Meyer ing, Miss
Nuil and the guest of

Allegan (Special)— Three Allegan churches plan annual meetings and electionof officers .this
week. Congregationalistsmeet for
a pot-luck dinner and. business

CULL OLD HENS

Feed costs can be .reduced if old
Joyce
Baker to Frederick J. Brieve is an- non-layinghens are culled from
nounced by her parents. Mr. and the poultry flock, say poultry
Mrs.'W. L. Baker, 1819 South specialistsat Michigan State colShore Dr. Mr. Brieve is the son lege.
of Frank Brieve, 172 West 26th
Mechanicaltransmission* in auSti Both Miss Baker and Mri
Brieve are seniors at Hope col- tomobiles have at least nine gears.
lege. She is a member of Sigma
Winds of 28 to 34 miles an hour
Sigma sorority and he is a member of Fraternal society.
are called moderate gales.

Over

The Ottawa county PMA committee to serve local farmers in
the administration of the various
PMA government farm programs
during 1950 was elected Dec. 30,
by a convention of 12 delegates
from rural communities in the
county who assembled at Grand
Haven for the annual county PMA

ink, Mrs. Fred Raffenaud and
Mrs. Gene Donley- Lunch was
served by the hostesses.
. Invited were the Mesdames
Fred Raffenaud,Herman Schip*
pers, Frank Franken, James Franken, Gerrit Van Nuil, Willard Van
Koevering, John De Vree, Gene
Donley,. George Raterink, John
Null,

On AI State Cattle

PMA

A miscellaneous shower was given Thursday evening for Mrs. Jay
Van Nuil. the former Marf P.
Geary. The event was given by
Mrs. James Van Nuil and Mrs.
Henry’ T. Engelsman at the Van
Nuil home, 147 FairbanksAve.
Games were played and prizes
awarded to Mrs. George Rater-

Van

Asked

in

Honors Recent Bride

MSC agriculturalengineers advise
special care for exposed pipes and
other places that might freeze

Persons who have moved from
It’s hard for a cow to keep up
one ward to another since the last top production when standing
election must notify the clerk's around in a cold rain or snow. The
oticie of the change in address cow that has to break a skim of
before the Jan. 31 deadline.
ice before she can get a drink
won’t be very interested in proThere are motion picturesIn al- ducing milk, say Michigan State

Christian affirmativeteam defeated the Easi negative debaters
and the East affirmative group
defeated the Holland negative
team. The season ends for Christian with four wins and four de-

Test

meetings until Easter at the BurFor Bentheim
nips church. Meetings were held
cern.
new measure to insure high qualeach Wednesday, but have been
ity and best breeding value.*
He was born in Holland, son of
Zeeland (Special) — Mrs. Jane discontinuedbecause of the weathAccording to A. C. Baltzer. Boerman, 76, Bentheim, died in er.
the late Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Michigan State college extension her home at 10 a.m. today follow- Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Hildebrandt Klomparens.He was educatedin
local schools. Before locating
dairyman,research results in ing a stroke a few weeks ago.
entertained a group of relatives at
Washington many years ago, he
several states indicate that for
Surviving are five sons, John of their home on Monday.
some sires the breedingvalue of Burnips, and Harm, Thys, WilThe pupils of the Bumips, lived in various other cities.
the semen is definitelyimproved liam and Peter, all o' Bentheim: Maple Grove and Franklin schools
Surviving are the wife, the forby using standard amounts of three daughters, Mrs. Henry Ed- resumed studies on Tuesday,Jan mer Vera Abel of Grand Haven;
a son, Tom of Washington; three
these antibiotics. Purpose of these ing, Mrs. Gerrit Eding and Mrs. 3.
antibioticsIs two fold, working on Harry Busscher of Bentheim: 18
Mrs. Henry Ter Haar and chil daughters, Joyce at home, Mrs.
the reproductive tract of the cow grandchildren and six great dren of Jamestown were Monday Gilbert Johnson of Florida and
and on reducing contamination grandchildren: a sister, Mrs. John afternoonvisitors at the home Mrs. Donald M. Boyd of Radiant
factors in the semen.
Van Der Veer of Oakland.
of relatvies,Mr. and Mrs. John Valley, Md.; two brothers,Andrew and James T. of Holland. A
Though scientistsare not genHoekzema and son Calvin.
sister, Mrs. George P. Tinhoit,
erally agreed on the importance INSULATION PAYS
died exactly two years ago.
and effect of the antibiotics, imInsulation of old houses, done 1950 RESOLUTION
provement in the per centage of correctly and at reasonable costs,
A good resolution for- the new
non-returns has been noted unani- will pay off over a number of year is to farm in such a way that
Ottawa
Committee
mously by research workers in years, say agricultural engineers if your farm could choose its opseveral states.
at Michigan State college.
erator it would still choose you. Named By Delegates
operative at

Engagement Told

freezes hard in
farm equipment,it often means
destruction or expensive repairs.

.*

season for the local school Friday
afternoonin Grand Rapids. The

land Christian and Douglas Metz
and Herbert Wyma of East Grand
Rapids. Donald Dykstra and Herb
needed De Vries formed the negative
team for Christian.
Judges were Harold Wisner and
Everett Dudley.

DAMAGES

with a sudden temperaturedrop
these winter nights.

Holland Christian and East
Grand Rapids high school debaters
split in the final debate of the

Bangs

(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. William Fleser'of
Burnips and son, Ivan, ol Albion,
returned to Burnips Wednesday
from Atlanta,Ga., where they
were guests at the home of relatives for two week*.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Leow are on
a trip to Florida during the holiday season.
Mr. and Mrs, Clyde Thompson
and family were honored at a
farewell party last week.
Recently Sherman Moored wa*
presenteda basket of fruit by
members of the* Burnips Methodist Sunday school. Calvin Fleeer
of Walkerville was spokesman for
the group.*
Mr. and Mr*. Fred De Jongh
and son Don of Burnips were
Christmasguests at the home of
their nephew and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Uttzinger of
Muskegon.
Mr. and Mrs. Marine Rynbrandt
of Byron Center were visitors
with Burnips friends last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Buege have
been confined to their home for
several weeks due to ill health.
Mr. Buege is Burnips’ oldest resident.

day.
Hope senior from Rotterdam Jet., the mishap. A jury trial was deMr*. Henry Geurink and infant
manded
by
the
plaintiff.
N.Y., and Eugene Sturmer of
son returned home from Huizinga
Lester Johnson, Sr., and 'Jack
Kalamazoo college tying for secMemorial hospital, Zeeland, on
ond. The title of Pennings' ora- Johnson, Otsego, have filed an anMonday.
tion was “New Men for a New swer to the $2,000 suit brought
The Rev. and Mrs. Donald
against them by Bernard Stantz,
World
Drost entertained the consistory
of
Kalamazoo,
who
claimed
they
Hope was the only college of
members and their wives at the
the eight competingto place in all damaged his hay bailer on a road
parsonage recently.
four contests. First prizes of $25. near Parchment.The Johnsons
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Mohr
mended.
second of $15 and third of $10 claim the machinery was across and family of Zeeland spent Monwere awarded by Charles Andress; the road and was not lighted.
day evening with the John Potgrand
secretary of the Grand
geter family.
Dry Storage Proves
Lodge of the Knights of Pythias, Discover Drugs Useful
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Horlings
Best (or Fertilizer
who donated the $200 award
were guests at a supper given for
money. Lambert Ponstein and Dr. In Dairy Breeding
Correspondentsof the CoopersIf you have your next year’s Schrier accompanied the contesIntroduction of limited amounts ville Observer last week.
fertilizer supply or expect deliv- tants from Hope to Albion and of penicillinand streptomycininery soon, you'll want to heed the also acted as judges.
to shipmentsof semen from the
storage hints given by Michigan
Michigan ArtificialBreeders co- Stroke Proves Fatal

When water

Deadline for registeringto vote
In the Feb. 20 non-partisan election is Jan. 31.
Kegistration blanks for persons
who have .recently reached their
21st birthday are available at the
city clerk’s office. Anyone who
has moved to Holland and not
registered,must do so to vote.

is

free from spoilage or mold should
be used. Silage can be fed at the
rate of two to two and one-half
pounds per head daily. Feed the
best quality roughage during the
last month before lambing.
The flock should have free access to salt at all times. Some
form of iodine should be provided
to prevent sufficient iodine. If
there is doubt about its freshness,
additional iodine in the form of
potassium or sodium iodide, should
be added. One ounce of either to
each 100 pounds of salt is recom-

other dry building that has flooring off the ground. With earth
or concretefloors,put fertilizer
on blocks or boards.
come up to operating temperature If the sacks ’are of burlap,
at light loads during cold weather. keep piles close together to reFor this reason, more attention duce circulationof air. Caking can
should be given to- the oil filter be reduced by piling sacks only
and oil changing
seven or eight high. Keep broken
If the tractor is used lightly, bags separate from the main pile
the transmissiongrease usually since loose fertilizer soaks up
can be diluted by adding about moisture faster than that in a bag.
10 per cent kerosene. If this is
done, it is absolutely necessary USE OWN TIMBER
that the transmission housing be
Have you consideredthe posdrained in the spring and refilled sibility of using home grown timwith a prope;- grade of lubri- ber for farm construction work?
cant before doing heavy work.
Farmers in some areas exchange

Of interestto farmers from the
Allegan (Special) — Members
“heavy’ soil areas will be a dis- of the EpiscopalianMen’s club
cussion of sol! conservation prob- not only will eat potatoes cooklems on Michigan’sheavy flat ed by themselves, but grown by
lands Water management and soil themselves, when they gather for
structure of these lands will be their January meeting next Sunfeatured.
day evening.
A panel discussion led by ArThe potatoes will be from the
thur Mauch of the MSC agricul- plot cultivated this summer to
tural economics department,will raise money for the church.
consider the question, “Is More
George Post, Kalamazoo,regionEmphasis on Soil Conservation by al vice-presidentof the Western
Farmers Justified in Light of Michigan diocese laymen’s associaMounting Crop Surpluses?” A tion, will talk on “One World In
group of Michigan rural people Christ,’’ the general convention’s
. will take part m the program.
national program of raising tw’o
million dollars for missionary
work this year.
Registration Deadline

Set for

losses among ewes come from
lambing paralysis,resultingwhen
ewes fail to gain in weight from
breeding to lambing. Ewes should
gain at least 20 pounds during
this period with steady increases,

pre-

vent packing.

Hope Students

'

i

standing entertainmentprogram mostly for lighf jobs such as haulto the banquet. Prof. E. B. Hill of
ing feed or pumping Water, the
the MSC agriculturaleconomics oil^ should be changed more fredepartment will recognize co- quently than during the summer
operating farmers and farm manmonths.
agers and rural appraisers.
The radiator shutter should be
For reservationsor further de- used to get the engine temperatails. write to the Agricultural
ture up as quickly as possible, but
Economics department, Room 203 even then the motor will not

at

with twigs and prunings to

doughnuts following the West

Certified

Pettigrove was one of the judges
done for them on the campus
at a recent bean show in Sanilac
This will be discussed at one of
county. After completing the
the sessions.
judging, the officialsdecided to
Mrs. Rajammal Devadas of check the origin of the entries to
India will come to the campus to
find which ones were from uncerdiscuss family life in her native
tified seed, from certifiedseed,
country to which she will return
and those one year removed from

To Be Told

r

‘

sery specialist suggests that evergreens be tucked away for the
winter right now if the job is not
already done. Unless snow or rain
has completely moistenedthe soil,
evergreensshould be thoroughly
watered the first mild afternoon
that occurs. Then mulch around
the plants with three inches of
hay or straw, preferablymixed

Gov. Williams tarried to mingle
with the crowd over coffee and

dren’s dental health will be the
subject of Dr. Guttorum Toverud of Oslo, Norway, whe made a
study of the effects of diet on
children’steeth during the war.
He will show pictures to illustrate
his talk.
Many of Michigan's homemakers are interested in foods and
nutrition researchthat is being

Soil Conservation Story

replace.

The Michigan State collegenur-

concerned with juvenile delinquency and the attitudes of youth
toward school, authority and religion and other subjects.ChiU

Agricultural hall at the college.

Engagement Told Burnips

Evergreens Need

Farmers ffeek

For

NEWS, THURSDAY, JANUARY H 1950

session on Tuesday, Jan. 10; Presbyterians on Wednesday evening
for dinner, election and report*,
and the Episcopalians the following Sunday evening.

Here are the new

Unity

.

Ketch nm, senior warden; Olln An- William Dekker, organist; Harold
derson, worshipful master; Leon Hall, steward;Gerrit Glats, steChicago — Twelve Republican
lodge No. 191, F and AM. Seated
Hopkins, Junior warden; Ed ward; John Fisher, secretary; and aeven Democratic national
(left to' right) are Thoma* Long- Schultema,Junior deacon; Willis
Bert Schultema, marshaL (Penna- conventions have been held in Chistreet, senior deacon; Claude Do Cook, chaplain. Standing are Sas photo)
caga
officer* of

V

<

